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PICTURE T HI S ~ 
h Clinton Lew,s · ('04) 
University Photograp e; the beautiful WKU 
captured this image o 
campus in spring. 
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~ EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR NOTES 
Springtime on the Hill brings a sense of renewal and energy every year. This spring, 
under the leadership of Western Kentucky University's 10th President, Timothy C. 
Caboni ('94), we're focused on thinking about the future, and stakeholders across 
campus are working together to define what WKU will look like in the years ahead. 
In this issue, you can read about the new strategic p lan, Climbing to Greater Heights: The 
WKU Strategic Plan 2018-2028. The themes of Our Students, Our Hill and Our Community 
and Beyond are the core tenets of our plan and outline exciting opportunit ies for us to 
help students climb w ith us for years to come. Last year, campus partners shared their 
hopes and aspirations for WKU and identified areas where improvement is needed. The 
resulting plan outlines a number of init iatives where alumni and donors can have an 
impact. 
The WKU Alumni Association Board of Directors is also working on defining its own 
strategic plan for our future to align our efforts with WKU and its plan. Our work to 
engage alumni with one another and WKU is just as important now as it has ever been. 
We are redefining how we engage students as our future leaders, recent graduates, 
young alumni and alumni of all ages to ensure we have a strong network that allows 
the entire WKU fami ly to keep cl imbing as Hilltoppers. Additionally, we are focused on 
helping alumni invest their time and philanthropy w ith the work of the Association 
across campus to make an impact. Our final theme is showcasing the impact that 
WKU alumni have on their professions and communit ies. Through stories of alumni 
achievement, we can help tell the story about the value of the WKU experience. 
We invite you to think about how you can become engaged in the work of the 
Association and w ith WKU to help us implement our plans for the future. We invite you 
to help us recruit students, mentor existing students, network w ith graduating students 
and build strong alumni networks in order for all of us to climb higher. The WKU 
experience is special, and each and every one of us has our own story about how WKU 
has had a tremendous influence on our lives. It's this special relationship that bonds us 
together as Hilltoppers, because we know that life at the top is worth the climb. 
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WKU ALUMN I ASSOCIATION MEMBERS 
We recogn ize and appreciate our WKU Alumn i Association Members! 
We are grateful for the support of our members, who help make this magazine and our 
many engagement opportunities possible. 
In the body of WKU SPIRIT, the names of all alumni are listed in bold font with their 
applicable graduation years. Lifetime Members of the WKU Alumni Association ar~ 
recognized by an "l" next ro their graduation years and Annual Members with an "A." 
Not yet a member? To support your WKU Alumni Association and ensure you continue to 
receive WKU SPIRIT magazine, Join now at alumni.wku.edu/Join now. 
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WKU honors veterans, unveils new panel 
at Guthrie Bell Tower 
W KU honored veterans, recognized the I 00th anniversary of WKU's ROTC program and unveiled a new granire panel at G uthrie Bell lower <luring Lhe annual Veterans Day ceremony. 
"Today, we pause to re/leer on the freedom rhar each of us enjoys - freedom that indeed is not 
free," WKU PresidentTiJJ1othy C. Caboni ('94) said. "We remember Lhe 1remendous cost that has 
been paid as we recognize the service and sacrifice of our nation's m ilitary veterans. What we know 
is chat each of us, in some way, endeavors co make a difference and to make the world a better place. 
-, he path chat we choose co do so varies greatly, bur we know that che price our veterans paid came at 
a higher cost than most. 
"Here, at the G uthrie Bell Tower, we look upon che images of those who sacrificed so m uch in 
order for us to live freely. Some gave all, including the tower's namesake, Robert Guthrie. In honor of 
Lhc 100-year a11niver5ary of the ROTC program at WKU, we arc pleased today to unveil a new panel 
for the G uthrie Bel l Tower-featuring 18 more images symbolic of our militar-y heroes." 
The new panel includes the following alumni and friends: Lt. C mdr. John Magda ('40) , Sgt. 
Frank Potts, Col. Ray Nutter ('54) , Dr. Jerry Martin ('58), Col. Arthur "Mac" Reynolds, Capt. 
John HoUand ('59), Brig. Gen. Victor Strahm (1915), Sgt. Elvin Smith Sr. ('78), Willa Brown, 
Col. Jackie Carwell, Col. Amie Franklin ('66), Sgt. George T inius, Sgt. Lashawnte Smith, Staff Sgt. 
Hardin Field McChesney ('46), Col. Gary "Mickey" Riggs ('58, '74), Lt. Col. Jan1es Miles ('40), 
Sgt. be Class Leigh Ann Hester and Lt. Col. Ken Hightower ('60). 
" Without walking in d1eir shoes, we cannot undersiand the trials and die hardships they 
endured as rhey served, foughc for and protected our nation," Prcsidcm Caboni said. "l hey 
demonstrated rhe epitome of selAessness and loyalry co our country, and we remain grateful for each· 
of chem. I hope char all who pass by, and each who sees this tower from a d istance, are reminded of 
the service, bravery and sacrifice of all of om veterans around che globe." 
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BOOK AWARD 
Roberts and Inman win 
Legacy Book Award 
Dr. Julia Link Ro be rts a nd 
Dr. Tracy Ford Inman ('86) of 
The Center for Gif ted Studies 
at WKU, as well as Dr. Jenn ifer 
Robins of Baylor University, have 
won the 2018 Texas Association 
for t he Gifted and Talented 
(TAGT) Le gacy Book Award in t he 
Scholar category fo r thei r work 
e diting the textbook Introduction 
to Gifted Education. The Schola r 
category hono rs books tha t g uide 
graduate stude nts or advanced 
educato rs to u ndersta nd and 
expand u po n the la test research 
o n gifte dness a nd g ifted and 
ta lented ed ucation. 
The TAGT Legacy Book 
Awards hono r outstanding books 
p ub lished in the United States 
that have long-term potentia l for 
posit ively infl uencing the lives of 
g ifted individ uals and contri bute 
to the u nders ta nd ing, well-being, 
e d ucation and success of gifted 
and talen ted students. 
II 
New WKU graduate impacts community 
through ENACTIJS 
H 
ope Thompson (' 18) of Birmingham, Ala., who 
recently graduated wirh a Bachelor of Science in 
Marketing with a concentration in Straregic Marketing, 
made her mark within the Gordon Ford College of Business 
rhrough networking and getting involved. Her role wich che WKU 
ENAC l'US entrepreneurship team has enabled her IO make a 
tangible impact on rhe Bowling Green community. 
"We created an inventory management system for HOTEL, Inc., 
so they can properly order food that chey need," 1.hompson said. "We 
also implemented the Bowling Green Night Markee in Stadium Park 
Plaza. We wanred co give Bowing Green entrepreneurs a place rbar chey 
coLJd go char had low barriers of enrry, but also a good location." 
"I hompson explained due rhe Bowling Green Night Marker is 
located in a Tax lncremem Financing District, which gives a portion of rax revenues earned back co the 
lncal businesses csrablished in the area. Another project Thompson and the ENACrUS team has been 
working on is cal led Project Job Bus. 
'·Manufacrnrers in Bowling Green have a problem in char a lor of the people rhar they 
wane co employ can'r gee there, so we have had mult iple meet ings where we are trying co 
acquire a va n so char we can provide a means for people ro gee from point A to poim B, for 
refugee, especially, who are a huge pool fo r that service," she sa id. 
Thompson said getting involved and getting ro know her professors has made an impacr 
on her success as a srndent ar WKU. 
" People talk about ncf\vorking, but they do it fo r a good reason," she said. '' I made an cffon ro 
get to know a lot of my professors personally. I just go in their offices, hang our wi th rhem, talk to 
chem, let rhem know what my interests are and talk co them abour what they care about. -11iey have 
been 1remendous in helping me fi nd jobs. Opportunities have just Aown in because I have made the 
connection and I networked, so they know chat I have rhc pocenrial to do th ings." 
"lhompson bel ieves thar the Spirit ofWKU means personal growth. 
"I came here from Alabama," she explained. "] d idn't know anybody, so I chink the Spiri t jusr 
found its way in me and allowed me 10 be chc bcsr person I could be, co ger involved and co make a 
mark here, because everyone is so grear here that you want co get involved." 
SCHOL AR DEVELOPM ENT 
The Office of Scholar Development 
celebrates 10 years of big dreams 
T he 20 18-2019 academic year marks the l Och yea r since the Office of Schobr Development at WKU was created. Established in 2008, OSD helps WKU students apply for and win nationally compccirivc scholarships. 
Over its 10-ycar history, OSD has helped WKU students and alumni earn recognition 
more than 450 times and more than 54.8 million in national scholarships. WKU students have 
won ~ome of the nation's most prestigious awards, including the Harry S. Truman Scholarship, 
National Science Foundatio n Graduate Research Fellowship, Pulbrighr U.S. Program, ·1 homas 
R. Pickering Foreign Affairs Fellowship, David M. Boren Awards and Benjamin A. G ilman 
lnccrn:uional Scholarships. 1 hese scholarsh ips enabled students co study abroad in more than 
60 couniries, learn languages c ritical co U.S. national security, earn graduate degrees at el ite 
institutions and pursue public service, borh domestically and inrernarionally. 
• I< J [ [JIJ 
FROM THE HILL I 
HONOR SOCIETY 
WKU students awarded 
Phi Kappa Phi Study 
Abroad Grants 
Three WKU students have 
been awarded stud y abroad 
g rants worth $1,000 each from 
The Honor Societ y of Ph i Ka pp a 
Phi-the na tion's o ldest and m ost 
selective collegiate ho nor society 
fo r a ll acad emic discip lines. The 
students a re part of a select gro u p 
of 25 students nat ionwide to 
receive the award. 
The students receiving a Phi 
Ka ppa Ph i Study Abroad Grant are 
Andi Dahmer, a senior fro m 
Fishe rville, Ky., wi ll use the 
gra nt to study in Spain 
Laure n Pe dersen, a senior 
from Barbo urville, Ky., w il l 
use the grant to s tudy 
w ith the Semester a t Sea 
program 
Dimond A. She lton, a Junior 
from Cromwell, Ky., wi ll use 
the gra nt to study in Kenya 
The selection p rocess 
fo r a study a broad gra nt is 
based on the applicant 's 
academic ac hievement, campus 
and community service. 
re latio n o f travel to acad emic 
preparatio n and career goa ls, a 
personal statement, letters of 
recommendation and acceptance 
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EMILIE GILL 
Ogden Foundation Scholar drawn to career as book 
illustrator 
Like most youngsters, Emilie Gill ('18) learned to read thanks 
to picture books. And, like most children, she moved on to chapter 
books. young adult novels and more. 
But the fall 2018 WKU graduate never closed the book on her 
interest in picture books and plans to pursue a career as a book 
illustrator and visual storyteller. 
"Our world has so many wonderful languages and cultures, 
and technology has made it very easy to communicate and 
exchange ideas,"Gill said.''However, unfamiliar ideas can be difficult 
to understand and perhaps even appear intimidating, especially 
when verbal or written language cannot be exactly translated. Visual 
storytelling such as that found in picture books takes that daunting 
subject matter and approaches it with wit, innocence and wonder, 
making connections through entities to which all audiences can 
relate, such as color, emotions and even animals.· 
Gill, the daughter ofTyler and Sylvia Gill of Allensville, Ky., 
was recognized as the Ogden Foundation Scholar during the 
Potter College of Arts & Letters ceremony in December. WKU's top 
undergraduate academic award is presented to one graduating 
senior who has demonstrated exceptional academic achievement 
and outstanding university and civic engagement. 
"As an Art HistoryNisual Studies double major with a 
Geography minor, WKU has taught me that any experience. whether 
in the sciences or arts. no matter how challenging, is an opportunity 
to learn and improve my craft;• Gill said. 
Gill was a student in the Mahurin Honors College; participated in 
four study abroad trips to New Zealand, Austria and Ireland; attended 
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a workshop at the Atlanta Center for Puppetry Arts and learned about 
the history and craft of puppetry: designed props and puppets for the 
Phoenix Theatre in Bowling Green; interned at Mammoth Cave National 
Park; and volunteered with the Governor's School for the Arts. Her 
awards and scholarships include the Art Department's Schierferdecker/ 
Lester Award, the Jarve Endowment Scholarship for study abroad in 
New Zealand, WKU's 1906 Founders Scholarship and the Potter College 
Outstanding Student Award in Visual Studies. In addition, her work was 
selected as the official logo for WKU's International Year of Cuba. 
"I am incredibly grateful for the faculty's willingness to allow me 
to explore my career goals freely on campus and on my programs 
abroad, and I am humbled by the knowledge that students at WKU 
can quietly, steadily work toward their goals, and their persistence 
will be recognized and rewarded. I am eager to return this kindness 
to both WKU and my community." 
Kristina Arnold, Head of the WKU Department of Art, said Gill 
used her coursework and faculty expertise in the department to 
design her own course of study. 
"As a testament to Emilie's creativity, work ethic, abilities and 
leadership role within the department, she is now claimed by all our 
major academic areas Art History, Studio Art, Graphic Design and 
Art Education; Arnold said. "While students often dip their toes into 
multiple area waters, each program is distinct and time-consuming 
enough that it is nearly unheard of for a student to be productive in 
all four. During her time as a student, Emilie's coursework, interests. 
engagement and scholarship has bridged them all:' 
Gill has been interested in storytelling for as long as she 
can remember. 
"I memorized all my books as a toddler and recited them aloud 
to myself, even before I could read;' she recounted. ·1 was fascinated by 
the fact that one does not have to tell 'real' stories to impart truth, and 
that some truths can be more powerful and approachable as a fictional 
story. My family members aren't professional storytellers, bL1t they taught 
Herald wins 17th Pacemaker; 
Talisman wins 'Best of Show' 
T he College Heights Herald and the 7irlisman were honored with IOp award, during the National College Media Convention in Louisville in October.The Herald won a 2018 Newspaper Pacemaker from the Assoc iated Collegiare Press, the second year in a row 
the Hmdd has won the award, and Talisman magazine placed first in the ACP BesL or Show 
competit ion for collegiale reacure magazines. 
In addition co the newspaper Pacemaker, Lhe Hemld's \'(IKlJHeraLd.com was a finalist 
for an on line Pacemaker, as was the website for the Talisman, WKUTalisman.corn. 
1 he Pacemaker, awarded by the Associa ted Collegiate Press, is regarded as the 
nation's highest honor for a s rndcnt-run publication. "!he Hern/d's win was its 17th and the 
37th fo r WKU Student Publications. Talisman has 20 Pacemakers- two in irs current format 
as a life and cultu re magazine for its webs ite and 18 fro m its years as a yea rbook. 
me that people respond more to information in a story format. They made sure to show me how 
all disciplines- science, the arts, history-are con111ected because we depend on stories to more 
easily understand each other and to solve problems related to each discipline. And rather than 
preaching to me about how they were right about this, my parents bought me picture books, took 
me to zoos and museums, and al lowed me to come to that conclusion myself" 
A semester in New Zealand at Massey University in Wellington was a pivotal moment for 
Gill. As a high school student, she had traveled to New Zealand with her parents and had seen 
the university during that trip. She never expected to study there, but when she was unable to 
attend Harlaxton College in England for the spring 2016 semester, Gill explored other options. 
'I typed in New Zealand, illustration and Wellington, and the exact program I was looking 
for popped up,"Gill said. 
While studying illustration in Wellington, Gill had the opportunity to participate in 
workshops and conferences that featured artists, designers and others who had worked on 
feature films produced in New Zealand like The Lord of the Rings and The Chronicles of Namia. 
During summer programs in Austria and Ireland, Gill was able to combine her interests in 
illustrations and cultural geography. 
"I strengthen those connections by combining art and science in my work; she said. 
111 A Thousand Words: Celebrating the Power of Visual Language m Picture Books, her thesis for the 
Mahurin Honors College, Gill conducted extensive research on the history of illustrated books and 
the development of the picture book market nationally and internationally. Using techniques from 
books she had researched, Gill wrote and illustrated The Murmuring, a 52-page picture book. 
·1 made my story 1n order to explore techniques that make picture books communicate 
successfully, such as color, style and more;' she said. ' It is a short story modeled after traditional 
folktales as well as those of Hans Christian Andersen and Oscar Wilde. To keep with the theme 
of language and communication, the story explores the idea of music and sound as a language 
and visible force through the portrayal of magic islands, massive pipe organs and giant blue 
birds A 'murmuring' or'murmuration' is actually a name for a flock of starlings, which I thought 
was appropriate since the term refers to both gentle sound and a species of songbird." 
·• hope my work can contribute to global communication by eliminating fear through 
understanding and inviting audiences to explore difficult topics through whimsy and wonder;· 
Gill said. "They can approach my visual stories comfortably, as a form of escape, but my hope 
is that they will soon realize fairy stories function not just as escapism but as a realm in which 
to explore aspects of reality with more clarity, to contemplate solutions to problems, and to 
return with the inspiration to help improve the real world: 
FROM THE HILL I 
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RANGEL FELLOW 
Richardson first WKU 
student selected as a 
Rangel Fellow 
Deven Richardson of Bowling 
Green, Ky., has been selected 
as a 2019 Charles B. Rangel 
International Affairs Graduate 
Fellow. He is one of 30 fellows 
selected nationwide and the first 
WKU student to earn this honor. 
The Rangel Fellowship 
program prepares outstanding 
students for careers in the U.S. 
Department of State foreign service. 
7 hrough the fellowship, Richardson 
will receive S37,500 annually for 
a two-year graduate degree, paid 
internships in the U.S. Congress and 
embassies abroad, and numerous 
opportunities for mentoring and 
professional development. 
Richardson became interested 
in a U.S. foreign service career after 
studying at Kansai Gaidai University 
in Osaka, Japan, through a U.S. State 
Department-funded Benjamin A 
Gilman International Scholarship 
program. Upon returning from 
Japan, Richardson participated in the 
Rangel Summer Enrichment Program, 
which confirmed his commitment 
to a career in the U.S. foreign service. 
Through the Rangel Summer 
Enrichment Program, he studied 
political economy and the history 
of U.S. foreign policy at Howard 
University and connected with 
international affairs professionals. 
Richardson. a Political Science 
and International Affairs major, is the 





WKU graduate student presents research 
at Arctic Circle Assembly 
Jason Fox (' 18) of Russellville, Ky., a graduate student in rhe WKU Center for Human GeoEnvironmenral Studies (CHNGES) and Department of Geography and Geology, recently traveled ro Iceland to presen t at the annual Arctic Circle Assembly conference 
and to comple te thesis research a long Iceland's southern coast evaluating rhe environmental 
impact of tourism activity and development at climate-vulnerable narnral attractions. 
The Arctic Circle Assembly, held in Reykjavik, is rhe largest annual forum for 
internacional dialogue on Arctic issues, science and policical discourse. 
Fox presented his own research at rhe Assembly, sharing the results of his recently 
completed WKU Honors chesis for che first t ime to the scientific comm unity and other Arcric 
stakeholders. Fox discussed h is recent choral composition, Icelandic Skerches: Stories of Climate, 
Tourism and Change, premiered by the WKU C hora le in Spring 20 I 8, and rhe research 
behind rhe piece. The music depicted multiple narratives of climate change and tourism in 
Iceland, and rhe corresponding surveys of che singers and audience members provided some of 
che scientific lireracure's first data-backed evidence demonstrating music's ab ility to serve as a 
platform for environmental communication. 
Afrer chc Assembly concluded, Fox headed for the souchern coasr of Iceland ro complete 
a portion of his ongoing graduate rhcsis research. Accompanied by research ass isranr and 
recent WKU alumna Sydney Herndon ('18), Fox completed 13 applications of h is new 
environmental index designed co evaluate the severi ty of tourism's environmental impacrs at 
water-based tourism s ites in cold-di mare regions. "!he index was applied at a variety of sites, 
including glacial lagoons, waterfalls and beaches. Fox w ill use the resulcs of chese applications 
ro improve rhe design of che index, which he hopes will serve as a useful managemenr and 
research tool for minimizing and mitigating tourism's environmental foorprinr. Such a tool 
is highly important, as many cold-cl imate regions like Iceland and the broader Arctic wirncss 
record numbers of yearly visitors while a lso facing the magnified effects of climate change, 
leaving landscapes vu lnerable to both natural and man-made change. 
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SCHOLARSHIPS 
Hannah Nafziger and 
Dominic Castlen are first 
recipients of the Connie 
Foster Student Scholarship 
Endowment 
WKU students Hannah Nafziger 
and Dominic Castlen have been 
awarded the inaugural Connie Foster 
Student Scholarship from the newly 
created endowment. 
Nafziger, a sophomore from 
Edwardsville, Ill., is pursuing a major in 
Health Care Administration. She works 
in the Interlibrary Loan Department. 
Nafziger says this scholarship will bring 
her one step closer to her dream of 
studying abroad. 
Castlen, a junior from Lexington, 
Ky., is pursuing a degree in Accounting. 
He works in the Visual and Performing 
Arts Library. Castlen says the 
scholarship wi ll allow him to focus 
on his studies as well as bettering the 
community through working with 
WKU's Habitat for Humanity. 
Dominic Castlen 
Hannah Nafziger 
V J L u 
WKU PRESIDENT TIMOTHY C. CABON! 
WKU.EDU/CABONI 
FACE BOOK .COM/PR ES I DE NTCABON I 
I NSTAGRAM.COM/CABON I 
T WITTE R.COM/CA BON I 
LINKE D I N.COM/1 N/CABON I 
FROM THE PRESIDENT r--
D uring r.hc pasc several months, I have shared che critical importance 
of our alum ni to WKU and the significance of their role in rhe University's 
2018-2028 srrategic p lan, Climbing to Grettter Heights. As we implement the 
plan, we need your participation in shaping che fucurc of om alma macer. 
What you will find th roughout the plan is che centrali ty of srudenrs. 
As a student-centered University, we will enhance chc world-class academic 
and transformarive experience we provide-an experience char prepares 
students for their lives and careers. \Y/e do this mosc successfi.tlly when new 
Hillroppers begin on our Hill as freshmen, continue wid1 us consecutively 
for four years and finish rheir degrees at WKU. To chis end, we arc focusing 
on recruitment, rerencion and graduation. 
As a result of our efforts th Lis far, we sec progress in each of these areas. 
First, in fall 2018 we welcomed rhe most qualified freshman class in che 
history ofWKU, with an average GPA ot3.39 and an average ACT score 
of23.2. Second, first-to-second-year retention rebounded in 2017-2018 for 
both low income and rhe overall student population, increasing from 60.2 
percenr ro 62.7 percent and 69.9 percent to 7 1.5 percent respectively. 
Third, we achieved an 86.9 percent fall-co-spring semester persistence 
rare for our first-rime, first-year fall 2018 cohort, up from 83.9 percent for 
che fa ll 20 17. Finally, our six-year graduation rate, 53.4 percent, is now rhe 
highest in WKU's history. We will continue ro increase these numbers as 
we implement our 80-60 plan to attain an 80 percent firsc-to-sccond-year 
persistence race and a 60 percent graduation rare. 
As we continue our insritucionaJ climb, WKU needs your help. 
'fogecher, our alumni and friends have significant reach and inRucncc. 
17,ere simply is no better represenrarion of che success chat results 
from a WKU degree. Your professional and personal achievemenr.s, chc 
difference you make in your communities and rhe lives you change serve as 
remarkable examples of the li fe-changing effects of rhe WKU Experience. 
Many of you arc already acrive in recruiting students ro the Hill, and I 
thank you for both che rime and energy you spend on rhese efforts. More 
than ever before, we need you as a voice fo r WKU. Prospective students 
need co hear your srorics and understand why \XIKU will t ransform 
their lives jLLst as ir did yours. Addirionally, l encourage you co consider 
becoming an official WKU Alumni Ambassador, where you can have an 
even greater role in our elforcs. You can learn more and fill our an interest 
form by visiting alumni.wku.edu/alumniarnbassador. 
l hank you for embracing WKU's strategic plan and asking 
what you can do to help srrcngchen and grow our institut ion during 
rhc next decade. Alumni arc vita l to everyrh ing we do and are a 
cornerstone or our U niversity's success. I look forward to working 
with you as we conri11L1c climbing co greater heights. 
~ 




Climbing to Greater Heights: The 2018-2028 Strategic Plan for W'e>stern Kentucky University is a carefully defined 
roadmap chat will guide the University through the nexL decade. It focuses on scudent success and ensuri ng that 
our campus environment arrracrs the highest quality faculty and staff, and it renews our commiunent to being fully 
engaged in our region and the Commonwealrh while providing a g lobal context co the WKU Experience. 
' ) he landscape for public higher education is ever changing and may ac times Feel like an uphi ll cl imb. We wi ll 
prepare ourselves co meet rhe challenges char lie ahead by pursuing innovation in reaching and delivery, connecting 
what we do co the region and the Commonwealth, and ensuring chat the WKU Experience transforms the lives of our 
students, employees, alumni, and friends and e levates che communities we serve-both in our region and beyond. These 
are the principles that will guide us in our c limb to greater heights. We invice you to climb with us. 
OUR Students 
We embrace our responsibility a, a public university 
in Kentucky co provide access co an affordable 
postsecondary educarion of exceptional quality, bur 
we also recognize that access without success is access 
to norhing ar all. This plan oudincs aggressive seeps 
ro ensure rhac srudents can graduate in four years 
ru lly prepared to enter the workplace or pursue a 
graduarc degree. WKU scudcms will begin their climb 
confidem they have support from faculty, scaff and rhe 
community. And when our graduates leave \1(fKU, they 
will dcpan wirh the skills to make a good living and, 
more imporranrly, with the capaci1y co make a good life 
for chemsclves and for chose around chem. 
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00 AFFORDABILITY & ACCESSIBILITY Ensure the WKU Experience remains affordable and accessible to every 
quali fied student. 
A DIVERSE BODY OF STUDENTS 
Enroll a diverse body of reg ional and global undergraduate, graduate and 
nontraditional students who are fully prepared for a rigorous, fulfilling 
college experience at WKU. 
COMPLETION AND SUCCESS 
Ensure WKU student completion and success. 
DIVERSITY, EQUITY AND INCLUSION 
Enact and practice all aspects ofWKU's Diversity, Equity and Inclusion plan. 
PREPARATION FOR THE GLOBAL STAGE 
Prepare students for career and life in a global context. 
'J 
OUR Hill 
11,e I (ill i, both rhe phys ical location and symbolic 
rcprese111a1ion of the people who are che lifeblood 
of rhe Universi ty. 'lluoughour irs rich history, 
WKU has been shaped by its leadership and che 
dedic.11,:d faculty and staff who have committed 
rheir life's work to teaching, research and service 
chac transforms rhc lives of our studems and elevaces 
rhe communi1 ies around us. 17,i~ plan advances a 
campus climate rhar supports quali ty reaching and 
pursuits of scholarly and creative activities; service 
and outreach; a devotion 10 diversi ty, cquicy and 
inclusion; and a commirmcnt to being responsible 
citizens and good stewards of place. 
$ 
A REGIONAL LIGHTHOUSE 
Establish WKU as a regional lighthouse to provide resources, attract talent and 
nurture intellectual capital in the communities we serve. 
GLOBAL LEARNING 
Leverage WKU's international reach to create a dynamic and diverse university 
community with robust global learning for every student. 
CONTINUING EDUCATION 
Facilitate continuing education, retraining and degree completion, leveraging 
online resources and WKU's regional campuses. 
QUALITY OF LIFE 
Improve the quality of life regionally and support regional economic diversification. 
ATHLETIC EXCELLENCE 
Support athletic excellence and the success ofWKU student-athletes. 
ALUMNI AMBASSADORS 
Engage alumni as global ambassadors and cultivate ongoing relationships that last 
a lifetime. 
INVESTING INTHE FUTURE 
Energize and inspire individuals, foundations and corporations to invest in the 
future of WKU and enable our climb to greater heights. 
FROM THE HILL I 
POLICIES & PRACTICES 
Establish policies and practices that promote a collegial work environment, overall employee 
wellness, stewardship of place and an appreciation for WKU's history and traditions. 
SUSTAINABLE BUDGET MODEL 
Implement a budget model that is sustainable, supports institutional priorities that ensure 
student success and rewards strategic performance across the enterprise. 
A CULTURE OF INNOVATION 
Increase faculty participation in programs offered through the Center for Innovative 
Teaching and Learning to build a culture of innovation through the use of current and 
emerging instructional technologies, and create specific programming to enhance teaching 
and active learning. 
RESEARCH & CREATIVE ACTIVITIES 
lncentivize and support research and creative activities that promote student learning, 
expand university outreach and service, and bolster the regional economy. 
OUR Community & Beyond 
Henry Hardin Cherry's decis ion to locacc WKU high on 
a hillrop in beautifu l Bowling Green, Ky., was incenrional. 
Overlooking the city from the Hill was symbolic of 
Prcsidenr Cherry's commitment to caring for chc 
co111111uni ty by educating irs citizens. Today, WKU is an 
economic engine for the region and the Commonwealth, 
and our reach extends across the globe through our 
facu lry, staff, students and alumni. "I his plan recognizes 
rhe need for \X'KU to be in tentional in our 1nrmtrship~ 
with rhe communities char surround us, to be actively 
engaged in elevacing rhe econo111ies in those communi ties 
and to build the ralenr pipeli ne that wil l rue! che fuwrc 
workforce for rhe Commonwealrh. As important is our 
commitmenr ro provid ing a global contexr to the WKU 
Experience borh on the Hill and chroughout the world. 




WKU Opportunity Fund continues tradition of access and opportunity 
Ac che Investiture Ceremony in April 2018, WKU President Timothy C. Caboni ('94) 
announced the creation of the WKU Oppormnity Fund, a focused fundraising campaign to 
raise $50 million to support WKU students. The WKU Opportunity Fund is one of the strategic 
initiatives included in Climbing to Greater Heights: 1he WKU Strategic Plan 2018-2028. 
T he WKU Opportunity Fund is the latest chapter of the rich tradi tion of access and opportuni ty thal has been a pan of Western Kentucky University since it was founded by 
Dr. Henry Hardin Cherry. President Cherry used a $100 gift from a 
facu lty member 10 provide financial assistance to deserving studenrs, 
and the University has continued to embrace that tradition. 
"One of our priorities as a student-centered university is to 
remove rhosc barriers 1.hat prevent someone from pursuing higher 
education or realizing the full educational experience avai lable ar 
WKU," said Kacy S. Caboni, Director of Pri ncipal Gifts and Special 
Projects a1 WKU. "11,e collection of resources that will be available 
because of the Opportunity Fund wil l enable us to make rhe WKU 
experience available ro more students who might otherwise miss out." 
']he.: campaign's three priorities are recruitment, retention and 
experiences beyond the classroom. 
Schola rship support allows students to focus on their 
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education wi thout the worry of mounri ng debr through loans. 
However, there is a shorrfall in renewable resources available fo r 
scholarships. Increasing scholarship opportuni ries makes the WKU 
experience auractivc to more sruclenrs regardless of their financial 
situation and background , including the 40 percent of our student 
population 1ha1 arc firsr-generation college studenrs. 
"11,ese scholarships will be especially helpful ro our core 
students- chose who have a good gradc-poim average and who 
come from our 27-county service region," Caboni said. "These are 
excellent students who oFren need a litde financial help." 
Getting students co the Hill is just the beginning. 
"We know that life sometimes gees in the way, and financial 
pressure is ont: of the fa ctors chat cause students to leave before 
completing a degree," she said. 
'lhc Opportuni ty Fund wil l also secure private resources 
to assist students through retention funds to help them with 
~N ."d llJ 
c.:mergency needs that migh1 impede their educational persistence. 
Rcrenrion funds are designed to provide supporr to help address 
a verified need associated with a student's education. This rype of 
funding may be designated for cui rion, course fees, books, housing, 
cransponation or other relevant needs. 
"A student-centered university takes care of students once they 
arrive," Caboni said. "Sometimes it is just a few hundred dollars that 
can cause chem ro drop out or not continue to graduarion. These 
rccenrion funds are designed to help chem over those hurdles." 
Education is also more than books and classrooms. Studenrs' 
cducacional experiences are signi ficantly enhanced by ac:rending 
conferences, srndying abroad, pursuing research, parcicipating 
in national internships and ocher similar experiences beyond the 
dassroom. Yee, these opportunities can be our of reach for students 
who are struggling to make ends meet. 
"Th rough private supporr, rhe Opporwniry Fund will also 
help make rhcse experiences possible," Caboni said. "We know that 
the experience outside of che classroom is important, too, in bcncr 
preparing srndenrs for life and work." 
Caboni said hitting the $50 million goal fo r the Opport unity 
Fund wi ll be a ream effort, bridging three foundations as well as che 
entire campus. 
"The Opportunity Fund is not one cenrrali~ed fund into 
which we will be placing these gifrs," she said. "As always, donors 
are encouraged to support areas chat are meaningful to rhem. 
The Opponunicy Fund campaign builds on the WKU tradition 
of helping deserving scudenrs and will ensure rhar permanently 
endowed funds will support student-cenrered initiatives and 
posirivcly affccr rhc lives of furnre generations of H ill toppers." 
W H Y ? 
WHY DO WE NEED THE WKU OPPORTUNITY FUND? 
There is a shortfall in renewable resources available for 
scholarships. 
Our 27 county service region represents 89 percent of our 
student population. 
First-generation college students represent 40 percent of our 
population. 
Students receiving financial ass istance represent 95 percent 
of our population. 
Financial ability is often the only impediment hindering 
a student from taking advantage of career-enhancing 
experiences like unpaid internships or cultural and lifelong 
learning opportunities like study abroad. 
Emergency situations arise that can prevent a student from 
persisting to graduation. 
Campus employment opportunities are convenient and 
beneficial to both the student and employer but are limited. 
k L 
FROM THE HILL I 
WKU PHILANTHROPISTS 
George and CJ Nichols recognized by WKU 
George ('82, L) and CJ Nichols ('82, L) wpre recent ly 
named WKU's 2018 Philanthropists of the Year. 
"We are honored and humbled to be recognized;'said George 
Nichols. "We know that so many others have done so much more 
than we have even thought about. For WKU to consider our efforts 
worthy of such an honor makes us proud. WP accept it on behalf 
of all the people in the WKU fa mily who are g iving back." 
George Nichols is currently se rving on the WKU Board of 
Regents. In addition to his role as a Regent, he served on the WKU 
Board of Advisors from 20 10 to 2017, and he was a member of the 
WKU Foundation Board ofTrustees from 2003 to 2011. On Nov. 1, 
201 8, he began serving as the President and CEO ofThe American 
College of Financial Services in Bryn Mawr, Pa. 
"As a Regent, I get to see and learn up close and personal 
the commitmPnt and love that so many have for the University," 
said George Nichols. "It makes me work harder to assure that I am 
bringing my very best to the table to help President Caboni and 
the other Regents 1n our role as servant leaders to Topper nation.· 
In 2017. the Nicholses made a gift to support d iversity 
initia tives at WKU, includ ing programming support for the 
lntercultura l Stude nt Engagement Center Academy (ISEC-
Academy). In honor of their gift, the Center was named 
the Cynthia and George Nichols lll ln tercultura l Student 
Engagement Center. 
The Nicholses say their philosophy on giving is due to 
the wonderful blessings 1n the ir lives from family, friends and 
strangers who arp always lifting them up. 
"We want to share those blessings by trying to lift up 
others; said CJ Nichols. "The only thing we ask is that those we 
help pass it on and lift up others. George and CI Nichols have 




S UP PORT? 
WHY DO YOU SUPPORT THE WKU OPPORTU NITY FUND ? 
"I'm a first-generation college graduate. and without support 
from people around me, that wouldn't have happened," said 
Sunshine Micatrotto (L)." 
·1 attended WKU on a full football scholarship." said Joe 
Micatrotto ('11, L). "I always felt like WKU paid it forward to me, 
and this was an opportunity to help pay it forward to other WKU 
students. We are blessed to be able to do something like t his. Being a 
part of the WKU family is a real thing to our family:' 
The Micatrottos established the Micatrotto Family Opportunity 
Fund for Athletics to benefit student-athletes, w ith first preference 
given to WKU Football student-athletes, and provide access to 
app lied experiences and other relevant financial needs related to 
their educational pursui ts. 
"A scholarship like th is would have been useful to us 
personal ly." said Sherrie Swanberg ('79, L). "This is a way to 
help students w ho really want to be educated by open ing up 
opportunit ies they may not have otherwise." 
"The needs-based aspect really spoke to us;' said Chris Swanberg 
('81, L). "We both come from modest backgrounds, so being able to 
make this available seemed like a great way to give back" 
The Swanbergs established the Swanberg Shuler Opportunity 
Scholarship Fund to support WKU students from both Henderson 
County High School and Owensboro High School, Chris and Sherrie 
Swanberg's respective high schools, through renewable scholarship 
opportunities. 
I 
ames graham brown 
FOUNDATION 
"This grant, intended to bo lster WKU's efforts to g ive 
students from al l backgrounds the support needed to help them 
persist and earn a degree. aligns with the Foundation's goals in 
student success; said Mason Rum mel. President and CEO of the 
James Graham Brown Foundation. 
The James Graham Brown Foundation of Louisville, Ky., made 
a two-year. $450,000 grant to Western Kentucky University to 
support retention and persistence efforts. • BOB SKIPPER ('82, '91) 
AND DEANNA M. JENKINS ('09, '17, L) 
To learn more, visit wku.edu/ opportunityfund. 
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Sunshine (L), Kai, Rocco and Joe Micatrotto ('11, L) 
Chris ('81, L) and Sherrie Swanberg ('79, L) 
\llH,'t,I K rrll 
WKU Center for 
Leadership Excellence 
Dr. Phillip Bale, current Regent, and Kristen Bale, 
former Rcgcnc, make gin: to support the 
WKU Center for LcaJ crship Excellence 
K risten T. (L) and Phillip W. Bale (L) of G lasgow, Ky., have made a gilt ol $250,000, through a combinarion of an out right gifr and a provision in their esrate plans, co 
cscabl bh t he K risten T. & Phillip W. Bale Leadersh ip Excellence 
html to benefit the WKU Center tor Leadership Excclll'ncc. 
""l hc reason our gifr is directed to leadership is that we both 
have a bdicf and conviction that leadership really matters," said Dr. 
Bale. "Whether that be in h igher education or in a facwry making 
a product, leadership maners. Our gifr is given with a strong belie f 
that the dcvelopmenr and nurturing of leadership is crirical ro both 
the short- and long-term success ol the Universi ty." 
"A srrong un iversity affects the entire region. W KU has for-
reaching influence that positively impacrs in numerable ind ividuals 
throughout our Commonwealrh, including our own ch ildren," said 
Kri,ren Bale. " \Y/e hope rn strengthen our community as a result." 
Dr. Ba le, a Fa mi ly Physician wi th Graves Gi lbert Cli nic, 
currently serves as t he Chair of\1{/KU's Board of Regenrs. H e 
ha, ,erved on the Board of Regents si nce 201 3 and served as t he 
Chair ol rhe Presidential Search Comm itree t har selected Dr. 
Timothy C . Caboni ('94) as \"X'KU's 10th President. Kristen 
Bale ,crvcd 0 11 WK U 's Board of Regenrs from 1992 rn 2005, 
and ,he served as rhe Chair from 2000 to 2003. She was on 
t he Presidential Search Commit tee chat selected Dr. Gary A. 
Ransdell ('73, '74, L) as WK U 's 11 i nch Presidenr. 
FROM THE H.ILL I 
John Paul Blair ('92, L), Phillip Bale (L), Kristen Bale (L), President Caboni ('94) 
ReAecring the lblcs' inreresr and commitment to board leadership 
development, pan of' t he mi,sion ol the endowment will focus on 
preparing current and furure board members for their roles as members of 
che WK U Board of Regents. 
The Bales mer while they were at rending the University 01Wisco11sin-
Madison. They say that the combined 18 years they have dedicated co 
\Y/KU supersedes t heir ries to rheir alma marcr. 
''When Western play, \1(/iscon,in in football and basketball, we root 
for Western,'' laughed K risten Bale. " W isconsin set us on rh is path of a 
love lor educarion, bur we've pur more swear and rears inro \Y/csrcrn. We 
find ourselves here and happily so." • DEANNA M. JENKINS ('09, '17, L) 
PROF E SSO R SHIP IN MARKETING 
Joe and Susan Walters establi sh professorship in market ing 
Joe ('83, L) and Susan Walters ('81, l ) 
Joe ('83, L) and Susan Walters ('81, L) of Campbellsville. Ky., have made a g ift of 
$1.1 m illion to establish the Joseph L. Walters Professorship in Marketing in t he Gordon 
Ford College of Business. The g ift was made t hrough a combination of a current g ift and a 
provision in t heir estate plans. 
Joe Walters, a first-generation college student from Green County who received 
a Bachelor of Science in Management from WKU, started working at the bookstore on 
campus in 1976 even before he started taking classes. Susan Walters' father. Dr. Ralph 
Tesseneer. a Professor o f Psychology, held his first teaching position at WKU. and she was 
born in Bow ling Green. She received her Specialist in Education ([d.S.) while working as the 
International Student Advisor at WKU from 1979 to 1986. 
"Western is where I had the first opportunity to grow into who I am today," said Joe 
Walters. "The opportunities I was given as a student and employee were a factor in all of my 
life, and I wanted to give back to the University. I am fortunate to have the opportunity to 
support t he Gordon Ford College of Business w ith my estate and for the rest of my lifetime." 
With the addition of the Joseph L. Walters Professorship, all departments in the Gordon 
Ford College of Business now have endowed professorships. • DEANNA M. JENKINS ('09, '17, L) 
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WKU Sisterhood 
Women's philanthropy group donates money 
and clothing co help students dress to impress 
0 n Nov. 16, members of the WKU Sisccrhood gathered on WKU's campus for cheir an nual meeting 
where they awarded more than $55,000 
in grants to four U niversity programs and 
iniciatives. One of those awards was a $30,000 
grant to t he Gordon Ford College of Business 
Professional C loches Closet, which provides 
WKU business studencs che opportunity co select professional clothing free of charge. 
"The money will be used for building our a room in Crise Hall rhar is currently used for 
storage. It wi ll be a shop wiLh office hours where students can come get their business professional 
outfit free of charge," explained Monica Duvall ('05), [nternship and PEAK (Professional 
Education and Knowledge) Coordinacor for the Cordon Ford College of Business. "We will have 
racks, and everyching will be sized and easy for a student ro find an outfit at any time, whether 
it 's at one of our events or in the middle of rhe ~emestcr. 11,e shop wi 11 a lso make ic easy for me to 
answer when donors ask ro bring things and want to know what we specifically need." 
Inspired by rhe project, one group of Sisterhood members decided co provide personal 
support, regardless of whether or nor rhe project received a gram from rhe November meering. 
Afrer t he annual meeting of rhe Sisterhood, these alumnae who traveled together from Louisville 
gathered ar G rise Hall co bring bags and carts fu ll of professional clothing co donate to the cause. 
"We wanced to donare cloches for students co use during inrerviews and job prospects," 
added Michelle Wells ('83, L), a founding member of the WKU Sisrerhood. " It's all about 
giv ing back, and we wanr our studems to represent WKU wel l and do well in li fe." 
In addicion co supporring the room renovation, the grant funding will also he lp pay for 
d ry-cleaning services, as well as the pu rchase of proper-s ized clothing for students who arc 
u nable to find t he s ize t hey need in the closet. 
"We all had grcar experiences at \VKU, and we just want co give back co help rhe students 
and facu lty have the same great experiences," seated Sisccrhood member Margo Grace ('84, L). 
To donate co t he Professional C loches C loset, concacr Monica Duvall at rnon ica. 
duval l@wku.edu or 270-745-4136. ■ ROSE REMENTER 
GRA NT RECIPIENTS 
In addition to the grant for the Gordon Ford College of Business Professional Clothes 
Closet, the following grants were also awarded: 
• $6,602 to create an online State Registered Nurse Aide Program 
•$5,000 to the Xposure High School Journalism Workshop 
•$14,000 to the 100th Anniversary Celebrat ion of Women's Right to Vote 
To learn more about the 2018 grant recipients, visit wku.edu/sisterhood. 
What is the WKU Sisterhood? 
The WKU Sisterhood is a g roup of women with shared values, who enjoy collaborat ing 
to advance t he mission ofWKU. Members pool cheir financial gifts and award funds co a 
limited number of university des ignarions co maximize the impact of t hei r philanthropy. 
Each member of t he program has an opporrnnity to be connected and learn abouc univers ity 
priorit ies. Members have an equal voice on how the pooled fu nds of the WKV Sisterhood 
are distributed annually to the U niversicy community. A member may be as involved as she 
wishes, from serving in a leadership role to simply making her gift. 
To learn more abour the WK.U Sisterhood or co join, please visit wku.edu/sisterhood. 
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G I V I NG TUESDAY 
Giving Tuesday brings in more 
than $11 8,000, increase in 
donors and gifts 
Giving Tuesday (Nov. 27, 
201 8) results included gifts totaling 
$11 8,127.57, a 22 percent increase from 
Giving Tuesday in 201 7. Of the 477 
donors, 68 were first-time donors to WKU. 
The total number of donors represents a 
16.9 percent increase from 2017. 
Kentucky Museum 
Carpenter Foundation awards 
Kenrucky Museum grant for 
free admission 
T he Kentucky Museum has received a grant from the E. Rhodes and Leona B. 
Carpenter Fou ndarion t hat will a llow 
the Museum to offer free adm ission co 
the public for ch rec years. 
"The staff, board and Friends of the 
Kentucky Museum are very grateful for rhe 
recent gift from the Carpenter Foundation 
co help us reach an ever-widening group 
of visitors," said Brent Bjorkman, Director 
of che Kentucky Museum. "For neatly 
80 years, the Kentucky Museum has 
been a learning labor:uory for our entire 
community and a place for visitors to learn 
more abour the culture, history and art of 
rhis region of Kentucky and beyond." 
The Carpenter Fou ndation 
sponsorship is for three ye.i rs, allowing 
the M useum ro evalu:,ce and garher 
evidence co support future sponsorship 
of free admission. ' lhe Carpenter 
Foundation was established in 1975 by E. 
Rhodes Carpenter. The Richmond, Va. , 
based company, now known as Carpenter 
Co., has a location in Russellvi lle. Ky. 
Free admission began Jan. I . 20 19. 
' fhe Kentucky Museum is open to t he 
public Tuesday through Saturday, 9 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. ■ DEANNA M. JENKINS ('09, '17, L) 
WKU ATHLETICS r■-
Meet Tyson Helton 
Head Coach of Hilltop per Football 
A
fiun.iliar face with a championship pedigree is back on the 
Hill as Former WKU Offensive Coordinator Tyson Hdcon, a 
Conference USA and Rose Bowl C hampion, has been named 
d1e 21st Head football Coad1 at Western Kentucky Univers ity. 
Hd con recu rns co WKU th ree years removed from the 20 15 football 
season, w hich ended with WKU's final Associated Press ranking of24 -
the highest in school histo ry - and a school-record 12 victories, including 
the first-ever FBS conference championship. 
During his three years away from rhe program, [ lelcon spent rwo 
seasons ac the University of Southern California as d1e Passing Game 
Coordinator and Q uarterbacks Coach under Head Coach Clay Hclcon. 
I mmcdiatcly prior to his return to d,e HiU as Head Coach, Helton was 
Tennessee I lead Coach Jeremy Pru ice's first h ire on his initial coaching staff 
as Offensive Coordinator and Q uarterbacks Coach in 2018. 
Previously at WKU, Helton Found success as W KU's Offensive 
Coordinato r and Quarterbacks Coach in 2014 and 2015 under then-Head 
Coach JeffBrohm. \XfJ<U's offensive numbers ranked among the nation's 
elite during Hclton's two years on the staff and fcarured tl,e first-ever 
4,500-yard passer (Brandon Doughty ' l 5) and 1,500-yard rusher (Leon 
Allen' 17) in the san1e season in FBS history in 20 14. 
WKU broke more d1an two dozen school offensive records under 
Helton, including rhe points scored record in each of his two years. The 
H illtopper offense was in the national Top IO in 2015 in passing efficiency 
PERSON AL FIL E 
A 
BORN June 20, 1977 HOMETOWN Gainesville, Fla. 
WIFE April CHILDREN Shelby Grace, Presley, Cole, Clay 
P LAVING CARE ER (Quarterback) 
HIGH SCHOOL Clements High COLLEGE Houston (1996-1999) 
COACHING CAREER 
2000: Hawai'i (Groduore Assistant) 
2001-2003: Hawai'i (Special Teams) 
2004-2006: Memphis (Tight Ends/Special Teams) 
2007-2011: UAB (Quarrerbocks) 
201 2: UAB (Running Backs) 
2013: Cincinnati (Tight Ends/Special Teams) 
2014 2015: WKU (Offensive Coordinator/Quarterbacks) 
2016-2017: USC (Passing Game Coordinator/Quarterbacks) 
2018: Tennessee (Offensive Coordinator/Quarterbacks) 
2019: WKU (I lead Cooch) 
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(l sc, 177.4), scoring (3rd, 44.3), passing (4d1, 372.2), fi rst downs (8th, 
349) and total yards (9th, 526.4). 
In 20 14, WKU became the first NCAA program with a 4,500-yard 
passer and 1,500-yard rusher while winning the Bahamas Bowl to fi nish 8-4. 
That season, they were second nationally in passing (374.3), fourth in total 
offense (534.6) and sixth in scoring offense (44.4) and first downs (351 ). 
Helton was among four finalists for the 2015 Footbal!Scoop.com 
Offensive Coordinator of the Year Award. He coached quarterback 
Brandon Doughty co back-co-back Conference USA MVP honors as he 
direw 97 touchdown passes in 2014 and 2015 (the most in NCAA h isto ry 
in consecutive seasons). Doughty led the nation in 2015 in completion 
percentage (7 1.9), passing touchdowns (48), passing yards (5,055) and 
points responsible for (304), while ranking second in passing efficiency 
(176.5). That came off a 2014 campaign in which he threw for national 
bescs of 4,830 yards and 49 TDs while winning the Sammy Baugh Award 
from the Touchdown Club of Columbus as che nation's top quarterback. 
W ide receiver Taywan Taylor ranked second in the nation in 2015 in 
receiving couch downs ( 17) and was third in receiving yards (1,467), 
bod1 school season records as was his 86 receptions. Fellow receiver Jared 
Dangerfield ('14) had 82 catches in 20 15, second most in school history. 
Helton played quarterback at Houston (1996- 1999). He and his 
wife, April, have two daugh1·ers, Shelby Crace and Presley, and twin boys, 
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100 Years ofWKU Basketball 
WKU celebrates All-Century team in honor of] 00 years of Hill copper Basketball 
illcopper Ilaskerball cdebraced its 1 00rh se:ison in 
2018-20 19 with an honorary All-Century ream. 
' ! he 15-playcr AII-Cenmry squad, a prestigious list H compo,cd of some of the best co ever compete on the 
hardwood for the H illroppers, was led by Head Coach E.A. Diddle. 
Didd le coached the H illtoppers to a 759-302 record over 42 seasons 
fro m 1923-1964, becoming the first coach to ever guide his ream 
through 1,000 games a t one school. H is 759 wins were the highe,t 
rota! ever by a college coach a t the time of his retirement. Didd le 
helped develop 13 All -Americans during his tenure, ind11ding six 
members of the AII-Cenmry Team. 
As the players appearing on the h ighest percentage of weal 
ballot~, the captains of the WKU All-Century Team were guard 
Courtney Lee ('08) and ccnce r Jim McDaniels ('7 J, L). Lee and 
McDanicls share the WKU all-time scoring record wi th 2,238 career 
fJO int~ each. Lee was named Sun Belc Conference Player oF the Yea r 
and received All-American honors in 2008. McDaniels, who passed 
away in 20 17, was an Al l-American every season from 1969- l 97 I and 
a con,ensm All-American in l 97 l. 
Lee and McDaniels were joined on the team by Johnny Britt 
('76) , Darel Carrier ('64, A), Ralph Crosthwaite ('59), Tellis 
Frank ('87, '09), Clem Haskins ('67, L), Kannard Johnson ('87), 
Chris Marcus ('02), Tom Marshall, John Oldham ('49), Bobby 
Rascoe ('62, '85, L), Dwight Smith ('91) , Art Sp oels tra and 
Carlisle Towery ('41). The All-Century Team members represen t 
ALL - CENTURY TEAM 
decades ranging from t he I 930s to che 2000s. 
The ir list of collective accomplishments is staggering, including 
21 All-America honors. ~1 hey earned ni ne conference Playe r o f the Year 
awards, including multiple wins for boch McDaniels and Haskins, and 
received 44 tota l a ll-conference selections. 
In all, the 15 AJI-Cenmry play<'rs scored 23,753 career points 
in the ir time as Hillcoppcrs. They accounted for l l NBA Draft picks, 
including fo ur first-rounders and th ree second-rounders . 
All eight WKU players with a jersey reti red in the Diddle Arena 
rafters a re rep resented on the All-Century Team. D iddle h imself also 
has a banner in his honor in rhe venue. 
WKU invited fans to vote on line and put together their 
own teams to count for a percentage of the overall voting corals. 
Simultaneously, od1er voting g roups contri buted ro the process, 
including members of achletic ad minist ration, WKU Basketball 
Ath leric Hall of Famers, active \XI-Club basketball lettermen and the 
\XI-Club Board of Directors. 
WKU honored the l 00th season of H illroppe r 13ask ... tball 
rh roughour che 20I8-20 19 campaign. The school also cclcbraccd che 
I 00th seasons of I Ii i I topper Football and 13asehall as well. 
In ics previous 99 seasons, \1VKU Basketball amassed an all-time 
record of 1,775-9 12. ' ll1e Hil!toppers rank 17th in NCAA history in 
all-time wins, eigh th in winning percenrage (.66 1 ), rhird in regula r-
season championships (42) and seventh in 20-win seasons (44). 
HEAD COACHE.A. Diddle (1923-1964) 
Johnny Britt GUARD (1973·1976) 
Chris Marcus CENTER (2000-2002) 
Dare I Carrier GUARD ( 1962-1964) 
Ralph Crosthwaite CENTER (1955, 1957·1959) 
Tellis Frank FORWARD (1984-1987) 
Clem Haskins GUARD (1965· 1967) 
Kannard Johnson FORWARD (1984 1987) 
Courtney Lee GUARD (2005· 2008) · CAPTAIN 
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Tom Marshall FORWARD (1951-1954) 
Jim McDaniels CENTER (1969-1971) CAPTAIN 
John Oldham GUARD (1943, 1947· 1949) 
Bobby Rascoe GUARD (1960 1962) 
Dwight Smith GUARD (1965·1967) 
Art Spoelstra CENTER (1952· 1954) 
Carlisle Towery CENTER (1939· 1941) E.A. DIDDLE, HEAD COACH 11923·64) 
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JOHNNY BRITT, GUARD 11973-76) □AREL CARRIER, GUARD [1962-64) RALPH CROSTHWAITE, CEN TER (1955, '57-59) 
COURTNEY LEE, GUARD [2005-0B) CHRIS MARCUS, CENTER (2000-02) TOM MARSHALL, FORWARD [1951- 54) 
( 
JIM MCDANIELS, CENTER [1969-71) JOHN OLDHAM, GUARD [1943, '47- 49) BOBBY RASCOE, GUARD (1960-62) 





In her role as Senior Administrative Resident Assistant, Jena Thompson was the first person to move into 
Hilltopper Hall. Once all 400 residents arrived for the fall 2018 semester, it didn't take long for 1l1ompson to 
sec the role the new residence hall plays in WKU Housing's future. 
''I have been able co see Hi ll coppers' lives g row from the groLtnd up, 
supporting a diverse com1~rn~iry _chat encompasses ind ivid uals 
rhroughoLt[ all walks of ltfe, satd Thompson, a se111or from 
Owensboro, Ky. "There's just a lways something going on. Someone 
a lways in a space, interacting, gerring ro know people, becoming more 
involved with o ur school. That just m akes H ill toppcr Hall our home 
away from ho me." 
D uring rhe ribbon-cutting ceremony in October, President 
Timocl1y C. Caboni ('94) noted che im porcam role Hilltopper Hall p lays 
in WKU's mission and its efforts co recruit and retain more srudencs. 
"Wha t we officially recognize and celebrate here roday is rhe 
opening of a new srudenc-cencercd li\•ing s pace," Presidcnc Caboni 
said. "le is o n our H ill a nd it serves as just one example of rhe srudenr-
focused decisions we're making as a Universi ty. Here in rhis o ne space 
our srndcncs can live, d ine, srndy, gather togecher. Tc's an environmcnc 
where they can thrive academical ly and socially, which we know is key 
ro s trengthening the c11tirc WKU experience. 
"Th is Hall serves as an important indicator of where we arc 
headed and serves as a rem inder of o u r commitment to o u r students," 
he sai<l. "I-lousing plays an absolutely crucial role in the ir success, 
cheir persistence and their g raduation." 
' I he first Aoor of the six-Aoor res idence ha ll features I l illropper 
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H ub, a 24/7 din ing facil ity, as well as stud y rooms, a m akerspace for 
grou p projec1s, m ul ri- use community rooms, vend ing a nd lau ndry 
areas , and a patio rhac overlooks che green space in the "Valley." 
1 he o rhe r floors include large k itchens, s tlldy space and 
com m u nity areas w irh views of t he WKU campus. Residents' rooms 
include bathroom s, closets and flexib le/fu ncrional furni tllre rhac 
allows srudencs to persona lize their living space. 
Alyssa Weaver, Pres ident of the Residence Hall Association 
(RH A), said the residents of Hillcoppcr Hall arc building cradi rions 
and a sense of com munity. "Living in res idence halls is nor just 
abou1 somewhere 10 sleep. Ir's also abou t building and being a part 
of a cam pus communiry chat is bigger rha n j ust a classroom," said 
Weaver, a sophomore from Vine Grove, Ky. " I've been able co build 
relationsh ips with people I probably would neve r have met wichour 
my ha ll o r RHA." 
C reating connectio ns and b ui lding communities a re 1hc fo undation 
of a new era for WKU Housing and Residence Life and a I 0-year maste r 
plan developed by the Student Life Foundation. 
""!his really is the beginning of a new e ra of ho using for us," said 
D r. M ike Reagle,-Assis1ant Vice President fo r Studen t Engagement/ 
Executive D irector for Hous ing & D ining. "The strategic p lan for 
housing calls for a n u mber of things co happen, a nd this is the fi rst 
build ing b lock in chat. We're very, very excited abouc it." 
The l 0-year plan began wich renovations at Norcheasr and Southwest 
halls chen continued with the construction of H illropper Hall. Next up is 
a firsc-ycar village co replace Barnes Campbell and Bemis Lawrence hall~ 
on che ,outh end of campus. 
"Part of rhe excitemenc about the first-year village is nor only about 
the buildings we will have down there b ut w irh how we are going ro create 
a whole mew living environment," Dr. Reagle said . 
l hc first-year village for about 800 students will include two 
buildings of pod-style living with units of approximately 25 srudcncs who 
will ~hare common space and bathroom faci lities. ' !he three pods per floor 
will be designed as smaller living learning communities. 'll1e village will 
also include park-like green space and might offer d ining options. 
Work on rhe first-year village should begin in 2019 with one b uild ing 
opening in 2020 and anorher in 202 1. 
"This is a village concept, so it 's not that we're just b uild ing new 
ho using. We are trying to create something rhar is much bigger than 
buildings," Dr. Reagle said. "How do we c reate a t rui: village down there?" 
The opening of Hillcopper Hall has allowed WKU Housing and 
Residence Life to see chat srndents are will ing to pay for amen ities rhcy 
wane, but that \xrKU muse maintain affordabi lity a nd service fo r all 
scudcncs, he said. 
''One of the rhings diac we've consistently tried co do is keep our 
coses affordable and keep OLU' prices low. Bue char doesn't allow us to have 
buildings with higher amenities," Dr. Reagle said, adding that WKU 
H ousing has about 5,000 rraditional residence hall beds on campus. "We 
need ro keep our costs reasonable for srudems who can't afford rhar, buc 
we abo need co have chc amenities chat some ocher srudencs who can 
afford it wan1. We've got ro have differenr amenities across che scale to 
meet the needs and desires of srudcncs we arc rrying to recruit and retain." 
Hilltoppcr H all and the new first-year village are designed to help 
studen cs build a better comml111ity and serve as a home away from home. 
"We know that srudencs will stay if they get connected," Dr. Reagle 
said . "We know chat through living learn ing communities they rend to 
get connc~ted. Ir's important co connec1 them w other ~tudents rhey are 
seeing in the classroom so char in che classroom and o ut of the classroom 
things become a lirde more linked together. We know ii they're linked 
together they're going robe more successful." • TOMMY NEWTON ('84) 
FROM THE HILL I 
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111 the entertainment ind ustry, WKU has many notable alumni in the spotlight. 
"We have Becky Gelke Baker ('75, L) who wa, induct<'d into the WKU Hall 
of Distinguished Alumni in 20 I 8," said David Young, rhe Department Head of the 
WKU ' Jheatrc and Dance Department. "Adam Perry ('04) is currently in f-i·oun on 
Broadway. We've also had a number of students grnvi tate to Hollywood. Matt Long 
('02) was the lead in a recent Hallmark movie called Holiday j oy. Derek Wilson ('01) 
and Emily Althaus ('09) have done qui re well and have new projects coming out soon. 
11,ese are just a handful of our talentt:d ,ilumni." 
But, it's those alumni who work beh ind che scenes-the unsung heroes- who 
rruly make rhe show go on. 
"It take, a cen ain level of humility to work behind the scenes, because the 
performers are the ones the aud ience recognizes and the ones who direcrly receive the 
applause," stated Tom Tutino ('80), the Scenic Design Professor at WKU. "Our job 
is not es, ential-performt:rs could perform on a bare stage wearing rheir own clo thes 
under whatever light is available-bur we have the power to make rhe performance 
better, more powerful, mo re entertaining and more visually interesting. We can help rhe 
playwright tell their story, help the choreographer communicate their inspiration, help 
the di rector convey cheir visio n, and artistically enhance the experience of the audjence 
in ways they sometimes don't even realize or notice because it just seems ' righ t. ' 
"1hc right scenic cnvironmcnc or cos tume can help the actor pon ray their 
characrer. ' I he right lighting or sound can communicate the app ropriate mood to an 
audience without rhc actors saying a wore.I- or wirhout the dancers moving a muscle. 
So, alchough noc essential- if die design and technical clements were removed- the 
loss would be sign i11can t," continued Tutino. 
In this feature, we explore the roks of a r~w of our graduates and the work they do 
out of che spocl igh1- from costuming 10 carpentry 10 stage management. 
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Darro n West ('89) came to WKU fro m 
Elizabechcown, Ky., to study Mass Communications and 
Theatre. Ever since he was a young kid, he was enamored 
by the theatre, music and al l th ings sound. 
Bue, it wasn't until his time on the I Jill that West 
discovered a caceec chat truly matched both his pass io n 
of creating sound and the theatre. 
"While ac WKU, l primarily designed sound and 
music for all the theatre and dance pieces," noted \X/est. 
"In addition to all the designing I was doing, I got a 
well-rounded chearre education. I acted in a number of 
shows and directed a couple of times as well, but there was 
something about sound design that piqued my interest, 
and it seemed to come narurally to me. le was a case of 
my career find ing me.' It was such a new technology at the 
lime, so I got the opportunity to discover and codify the 
discipline. A few of my Wl-..'U professors were the ones 
who said to me 'H ey, you should be a sound designer!' 
Frankly, at thar poim I hadn't even imagined such a job 
existed. I did a few summers at the W illiamstown Theatre 
1-'esrival and was appointed as one of the Sound Designers 
ar dlC· Alabama Shakespeare 1-'estival down in Montgomery, 
Ala. By 1990, I was in Louisville as the Resident Sound 
Designer nr Acrors ' / hcacre of Louisville (AT L)." 
West then packed up and moved co New York 
City, w hich he calls home when he's not traveling both 
nationally and internationally as a freelance sound 
designer. During his 30-year career, he has been a part 
of more than 600 productions where he literally pms life 
and sound into some notable theatre and dance shows. 
''A sound designer is basically the person who cakes 
care of everything you hear in the theatre o n the night 
of a performance," explained West. "From che design of 
che sound system, the making and creating of the sound 
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elfect.s, as well as the m ixing and m ic' ing of the actors. 
If it's a m usical, you work with the arranger and the 
composer to 1-ielp make the show live in the theatre for 
the audience. Every show and every s ituation is different, 
however, so chat's one of the aspects that keeps it exciting 
and keeps you on your toes." 
West has had some major success in che field, 
including winning a Tony Award. 
"Peter and 7he Starcatcher was magical fro m the fi rsr 
day we started working on it, and we all knew it," stated 
West. "There are chose projects you have in yom life 
where the scars al ign perfectly and you just ride it like 
a roller coaster, and Peter rmd the Starcatcher was one of 
chose shows for sure. I'm fortunate char I've had a couple 
of those shows become bigger than you could possibly 
imagine. Winning rhe Tony for Peter and the Starcatcher 
would have ro go h igh on char list, as well as being a part 
of the original production of RENT on Broadway." 
West says he didn't go into the career hoping for 
che recognition of a Tony Award, but he says char night 
is one he will never fo rget, especially since it connected 
him back to WKU. 
"The biggest gift of the award was how many old 
friends I reconnected with as a result," added West. 
"People I'd gone co WKU with and friends from high 
school, people coming out of the woodwork with emails 
and Facebook messages and texts. le took me weeks to 
reply back to everyone." 
West says he has no plans of slowing down 
workwise. He loves what he does and wants to share his 
art form with the world. 






Grace Delahanty ('11) of Louisville, Ky., now 
calls Vancouver, Canada, home as she spends her long 
work days as a U nion Cosrume T ruck Superviso r. 
H er current role is for the production of See, Apple's 
newesr show on its s rreaming service. 
"I work ou t o r a large semi- truck where I care for 
and maimain the cosmmes during filming," explained 
Delahanry. ''I'll clean, repair and pull rhe costum es for 
the upcoming work, set dressing rooms and ass ist the 
cast as chcy ger ready ior work o n camera." 
On rop of that, Delahanty is respons ible fo r 
keeping continuity in the deta il~. 
"Since we shoor scenes and episodes out of 
o rde r, it is importan t ro keep rhe articles o f clo thing 
and the way in w hich they are worn consis tent so it 
makes sense 10 viewers," n elahan ty explained. "So, for 
exam ple, if a character gets in a fighr and thei r sh ire 
get; di rty and then to rn , those are levels of breakdown 
that have robe kept in o rder o f t he act ion." 
When Delahanty came to the I Iii! 
to study P.:rforming Ans w ith an 
emphasis in Costumes, she quickly 
learned the Department of 
Theam: and Dance i; a family. 
"The people you 
meet become your fa m ily, 
particularly at this point in 
your life because you leave 
your family and immerse 
yourself into this new 
college world ," Delahanry 
said. "You spend so m uch 
cimc wi th your new group of 
peop le rhat you have li rde life 
outs ide the dcpanmc111, because you 
want to be there all the time. I went rn 
classes with the same people, we arc rogcche r, 
we worked together and we had holidays toge ther. 
When you spend so much time together, you learn 
some really important sk ills: how ro get a long w irh 
people, to com munica te and how to work with those 
you may d isagree with, which comes up a lot." 
Delahanty said her education a t WKU was very 
valuable, especially the lace that professors c reated 
challenging subject matter to enhance her skill set. 
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" I skipped ;ome of the ba,ic ;cwing classes because 
l was already a decent stitcher, and they even c reated 
an Advanced ·1echniques course so I could advance my 
skill. One professor a lso helped me out and made an 
ind ividual d irecting course because I needed to gradua te 
on time. A !or o f rhe design and practical courses you 
cake in the Theatre Departm ent start with the question, 
' Wh at do you wam to learn in chis course?' This is p reHy 
amazing when you consider rhe size of the Univers ity. 
Ir gave me room to explore what I wanted to learn and 
helped bui ld confidence in my trade." 
After graduation, Delaha111y worked for rhe 
Louisville Balle r as a Firsthand and Backstage R un 
Crew mem ber, w here she would help the dancers with 
quick changes and repa irs be rween per rormances. 
When she moved to Vancouver, Delahanty decided to 
break in ro rhe fi lm community. 
"I set my sights on joining the film union, the 
lntc rnational Alliance ofThearrical Stage Employees 
( IAT SE)," noted Delahanty. " I d id n't have fi lm experience, 
but I was hoping my th<:arrc experience would be enough 
co gcr my root in the door. Lucki ly, it was a good rime 
for me ro apply.· 1 here was an in Aux of work, and I got 
a call to work on a D isney show shortly a lter 1 pu t in 
my application. From char po int on, it's really been a 
whirlwind-I've been working consistently since then." 
Dd ahanty has worked on some majo r films and 
shows including: Bad Times at the El Royale, Skyscraper, 
Alterer/ Cttrh1m on NerA ix, Fifty Shades Darker and Fifty 
Shades Freed, as wdl as season one of 7he Magicinw. 
"In all of chose shows l have been a Costume Truck 
Supervisor," said Delahanty. "I sign a lot of non-cl isclosme 
agreements, so I don't want to say too much, bur I've had a 
lot of unique experiences. l've had a great deal of funny and 
awkward moments while deal ing with nudity. w hich is a lot 
more work. even though people wear le~ clorhing." 
Delahanry says she is very happy with her job and 
as fo r rhe future, she can't see herself doing much else. 
"] think I've fou nd a place where I Fi r in the 
movie industry," admined Delahanry. "I would like 
ro Jo some more rraveling for work and ge t o n some 
high-profile shows that will rake me to cool places. I 
sec myself evcnrually working for my Local (IATSE 
891) as some sorr of union s teward or running for an 
officer position to advocate for fellow members." 
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Rodney Barge ('03) a native of Louisville, Ky., 
moved to Las Vegas. Nev., with no job or place ro live 
shortly after graduating from WKU. 
" I moved in with some friends in Atlanta, Ga., 
where a friend found me a job," explained Barge. "I 
had five roommates, lived in a three-srnry duplex and 
found a second steady job. Afrer the first year I had 
saved enough money. so I decided ro move ro Las Vegas 
with no career o r place ro live. I eventually found an 
apartment and rook a job at Budget Car and Truck 
Rema! ro pay the bills while I applied for rhcaue jobs." 
More than 200 applications later, Barge finally 
landed his firsr theatre job in Las Vegas as a Carpentry 
Stagehand for Cirqu~ du Solcil's show KA. 
"Stagehands do all the chings you don't see," scared 
Barge. "Every scene change is set up behind che curtain, 
under chc stage or off in rhe w ings. W hile you are 
watching one show, another one is happening behind 
the curtain. We move big, heavy scenery." 
lh rge also has a pare in maintenance repairs and 
daily satery inspections of all the set. On top of chis, 
he a lso gees ro dabble in spec ia l effects like pyrotechnic 
equipmem and Aame effects. Barge says chis type of 
work is something he's always loved. 
"I've always enjoyed working with my hands," 
noted Barge. "I wenr co rhe Yourh Performing Arts 
School in Louisville, Ky., to learn technical theatre and 
then to WKU ro gee my degree in Technical Theatre. I 
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still have friends from school that I keep up with from 
time ro time. 1l1e biggest challeng(' of purring tip a show 
is die collaboration of ralell[. 1l1e world of ell[ertainmenr 
is a small one, and everybody knows somebody." 
Barge has also traveled for his work, spending rwo 
years in Macau, C hina. 
" I lived in China and worked on C irque du Sold 
Znia until the end of the run in 20 I 2," said Barge. " I 
moved back rn Las Vegas ro work on C irque du Solcil 
Elvis ro fi nish the run of the show. I then worked on and 
opened Cirque Du Solcil Zarkana. Zarkana finished its 
run in 20 I 6, and 1 was offered my original job lxick at 
Cirque d u Solcil KA." 
Barge plans ro stay put now with C irque d u Soleil. 
He says rhe biggest th ing he's learned in his more than 
IO years in che business is chat persistence pays off if you 
don't give Ltp on your d reams and you keep learning. 
"' I here is a saying that you are only as good as your 
last gig," added Barge. "What that means is, you are 
remembered by your work and by rhose who worked 
with you. Word of mouth and opinions of you speak 
louder than whatever may be on your resume. I have 
helped people ger jobs, and I have helped friends avoid 
hiring potential problem employees. You have ro keep an 
open m ind and be willing ro possibly accept an opinion 
from a person you may nor agree with." 
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It wasn't until his time on the I !ill w hen he was 
srndying Performing Arrs that Josh Gustafson ('13) 
learned cxaccly what h is calling in chcarrc was-
hecom i ng a srage manager. 
"'I he ,rnge manager is to a production what a 
conductor is roan orchestra," explained Gustafson. ''The 
srage manager is more o r less beh ind every moment you 
see onstagc. Every timt.: a light changes, a curtain flies 
in, o r a turntable rotares co reveal a new scene, or even 
an actor enters-the stage manager called 'GO.' So I'm 
re,ponsible fo r handling the running of the physical 
day-to-day productions that audiences see, as well as 
fociliraring communication hecv.,een all depa rrrnenrs, 
including produters, creative, design and actors 
throughout a ll phases of the production, 
from rehearsals ro performances." 
Gustafson said he gained !ors 
of hands-on experience w hi le ar 
WKU, something rhat he lped 
launch his career. 
" I lefr WKU having 
stage managed more than 
20 differem shows in my 
four-year enrollment, which 
is a number rhat shocks my 
peers and comemporarics 
who came our of va rious 
undergrad programs with 
maybe five shows under their 
bclrs," affi rmed Gustafson. "I a lso 
rook srage management classes, which 
talked about rhe job in theory. but so much of 
what I learned was through my hands-on practicums-
actually being in the room where it happens. My 
professors ac \1VKU helped me secure the actual, 
physical job as well." 
After g raduation, Gustafson complcccd an 
in ternship at the Actors Theatre of Louisville (ATL), 
then worked for both ATL and Goodspeed Musicals, 
another regional theatre in Connecticut, as a 
Production Assistant (PA). 
"A PA is rcchnically an em ry-kvcl position o ne 
rung higher than intern in the stage management 
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hierarchy, and rhe respo nsibilities of production 
ass istants vary greatly depend ing on rhe insrirurion and 
the region," Gustafson said. " I conveniently worked 
ar rwo csrablishmenrs char p laced a lor of faith in rheir 
PAs, and I guess I quickly proved worrhy of rhat trust 
and began climbing rhc professional stage managemenr 
ladder. As soon as I joined Actors Equity Associat ion-
the union fo r acto rs and stage managers-I did one 
more production ar each of these cornerstones of my 
career before m aking rhe big move ro New York City." 
Upon his arrival to rhe Big Apple, Gustafson 
quickly learned he was a small fish in a very large pond. 
With h is persistence, though, he got a job as a PA for a 
show rhat no one had heard of at chat rime. 
"That small show was called 77Je Band's Visit, which 
rhen went on to win IO Tony Awards a year later," noted 
Gustafson. "I might have been a very, very small fish, but 
l now found myself :mached ro a very, very big boat---onc 
that I've been riding ever since- bringing us all the way to 
roday. I have been in the room where ic happens, as rhey 
say, w ich The Band\- Visir from rhe very beginning and 
have wirnessed the magical journ.:y from downtown at the 
Atlantic to midtown at che Barrymore. Now I make trips 
back to Ber Harikva, the fictional rown where 77,e Band's 
Visit takes place, in between orhe r gigs, I worked on 
Sweeney Todd at Barrow Screct as Assistant Stage Manager 
and rhcn Production Stage Manager between The Band's 
Visit moving from OIT-Broadway to Broadway." 
Right now, between The Band's Visit shows, 
Gustafson works as the Production Stage Manager of a 
new play at the Lincoln Center 1 h eatre called Plot Points 
in Our Sexual Development. He says in his short five 
yea rs post-graduation, he's learned a great deal abour the 
business and doesn't see himselfleaving it any time soon. 
"I rhink it's important for me ro articulate chat 
there is no 'parh' to success," aflirmed Gustarson. "Every 
stage manager I work with has a different srory about 
how they gor there. 1l1ere is no fast-track to where 
you want robe. 1l1erc: is only the journey- which I 
cncoLt rage you to rnkc-a.nd the d ream- which I beg 
you to dream. Bur, I think rhe mosc imporrnnc thing I've 
learned about professional or personal adventures is that 
kindness will take you far in both di rections." 
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WKU Alumni Association supports graduates through 
Hillroppers@Work career program 
Hilltoppers help each other. Ir's pa rt of our DNA and how we live ro exemplify dm 
"'I he Spirit Makes the Master." The WKU Alumni Association, in partnership with rhe WKU 
Advising and Career Development Center, invites you ro become part of our 1-1 illroppers@ 
Work community. 
Your relationship with Wk'U doesn't end once you leave the )-Jill as a graduate. Your 
Alumni Association wi ll be there every step of rhc way ro help you main tain your connections 
co your alumn i fam ily, cekbrare che accomplishments of your fellow Hillroppcrs and gain 
valuable career advice. To learn more, visit alumni.wku.edu/hilltoppersatwork 
Hilltoppers Connect 
WKU Alumni Association hoses inaugural Hillcopper Connect event for students and alumni 
Y
ou've heard of speed daring, bur what 
abo llt speed networking? Recenrly a 
group of successful alumni and goal-
o riented studenrs were able to rake part in fast-
paced career mentoring in action through the 
inaugural H ill topper Conncet evcnr. 
Allie Sharp ('13, '15, L), Coordinator of 
Student and Young Alumni Engagement, v.,as 
the rime keeper, with each pair having four 
minutes to connect, share c.1reer aspirations and 
gain expert advice. After four minutes, the bell 
sounded and the srudenrs shifted to rhe nex t 
seat co gee to know a new alumnus. S1udenr and 
al umni participants alike said the evening was 
both enjoyable and beneficial. 
"] loved the networking event , because 
I was able to connec t with alumni who 
have many connections across the country 
that are in my fu rnre career fie ld ," said 
Maddie McClure, a junior Public Rela tions 
major fro m Bowling Green, Ky. "ll1is event 
allowed me to expand my personal network 
and make connec tions because o f our shared 
love and pass io n for WKU." 
Swansea, 111., senior Matthew Holl , a 
Business Administration major, agreed. 
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"Hillropper Connect was a great 
opportunity for srudems to meet and engage 
wi th a lumni pa rticipants," H oll said. "l he 
alumni gave me insight on how to bui ld 
lasring relationsh ips, while also fostering new 
connections. I look forward ro seeing the 
growth of this program in the future." 
Jeff Key ('90, L), of Bowling Green, Ky., 
who serves as Senior D irector of C PO Strategy 
at Mclinta l herapeutics, said he enjoyed 
participa ting as a menror and learning more 
about the plans of futu re graduates. 
"I feel that it is very important for us to 
give back to our srudcnts to help them succeed ," 
Key noted. " I wish I had such an oppormnity 
when 1 graduated." 
Jared Holland ('07, '09, L) of Bowling 
Green, Ky., National Accoun t Manager for 
Western Express in Birmingham, Ala., also 
parricipared as an alumni mcnror. 
"Connecting wirh the students ar the 
Hilltopper Connect networking event was a 
great experience and hopefully as beneficial 
for them as it was fo r me," he sa id. "I only 
wish I was half as poised as these srudents were 
when I was at that point in life. It was a g reat 
evenr and I look forward to the next one!" 
Dr. Anthony McAdoo (L), Executive 
Director of the WKU Alumni Association, 
said Hillroppcr Connect brings to li fe the 
concept of connecting our srudents to alumni. 
"In chis organized ne tworking format, 
srudencs get to apply basic ncm1orking skills 
and learn more about the ways char alum n i 
can connect chem to career o pportunities," 
McAdoo explained. "It's also a great way for 
alumni rn meet some of our outstanding 
s tudcnrs ro help them learn abom networking 
and connect ro career opportunities." 
Interested in serving as a career menror 
or in participating in fu ture events> Email us at 
alumni@wku.edu. ■ CAROL CUMMINGS ('92, L) 
ALUMNI AVENUE 
Academic Career Development Center 
New Academic Career Development Center provides valuable 
services for alumni 
D
id you know that \X'KU alumni can 
cake advantage of free career services 
through the University's Advising 
and Career Developmenr Center (ACDC)' 
lhrough the ACDC, a lumni can rake part in 
a \ariety of services such as resume reviews and 
interview preparation. 
In 2018, the ACDC was created to 
,entralize advising for most freshmen and 
sophomore studencs as well as to consolidate 
services previously available through rhe 
Career Development Cemcr. 
"With academ ic advisors for these 
srudcnrs in one central location on campus, we 
are able to provide more consis1ent advis ing, 
bcner assist students era nsi cioning between 
major; and make receiving as.,isrance more 
streamlined and convenient for s1udents," noted 
Chris Jensen, WKU's Assistant Vice President 
for Student Success. "'I his is a best p ractice 
chat research has shown to i ncrcase studcm 
rerenrion and persistence to graduation." 
In addition, the ACDC inrcgrared 
career coaches th rough academic advisors 
with the goal of enabling students co discuss 
how rhey can use academic course work , 
srndy abroad opponunitie; and in ternships 
to achieve career success upon graduation. 
"This encourages students to consider 
career impacts early on in their ,election of 
and progression in a major, a, well as how 
their education will prepare chem for life post-
graduarion, rather than receiving the bulk of 
their career advising during their fi na l year 
before degree completion," Jensen expla ind. 
Scudcncs a rc not the only Hillroppers who 
c.1n take advantage of rhesc free services. ' ] he 
ACDC also offers a variety of opportunities 
for alumni. Jensen said alumni can visit the 
ACDC for cover lette r and resume review, 
mock imerviews, in terview preparation and 
use of special H andshake software, which 
connects srudcnts and alumni wirh employers 
who have o pen positions. Academic advising 
services a rc also offered for alumni who wish 
to enro ll in addi tional undergradL1ate courses 
or pursue an additional undergraduate degree. 
Dr. Anthony McAdoo (L), Executive 
D irector of the W KU Alum ni Association, 
sa id rhe new ACD C p rovides g reat beneti ts 
for alumn i. 
"For years, the professionals in the 
Career D evelopm ent Cenrer have been 
available to assist alumni with rhcic continued 
career development needs after gradua tion," 
McAdoo said. "Now, with rhe expanded team 
and focus in the com bined ACDC, they can 
assis t more a lumni and also connect studen ts 
they serve with our expansive network of 
a lumni w ho are eager to help." 
"Alumni area vital pan of the WKU fami ly, 
and the Advising and Career Development 
Cem er is glad to be part of help ing all o f our 
graduates cominuc ro be successful in their 
post-gradua tion pursuiLs," Jensen concluded. 
"As their careers p rogres.s and thei r lives change, 
they can continue w return ro us as a resource 
fur help when needed." 
Want ro learn more? Srop by rhe 
ACDC, located o n rhe second Aoor of 
D owning Student U nio n, contact them 
by phone (270-745-3095), by em ail 
(careerhelp@wku.edu) or visit t he ir website 
ar wku.edu/acdc. • CAROL CUMMINGS ('92, L) 
SHARE YOUR REDTOWELS@WORK PHOTO WITH US! 
The Red Towel is an important part of the WKU trad ition. We encourage p roud 






WAVE IT. Take your Red Towel with you to work. 
SNAP IT. Take a photo of yourself at work holding your Red lowel. We encourage you 
to choose a location that features a unique background or your employer's logo. 
SHARE IT. Share your photo sooally and on the WKU Alumni Association channels. 
TAG IT. Use the hash tag #RedTowelsAtWork. 





"Week in and week out, he worked harder than anyone 
else to constantly improve his cooking skills. Anytime we 
weren't shooting, he took time to indulge in cookbooks 
and practice his plating technique. His winning the show is 
really a testament to hard work paying off' 
Danny Schrader, Executive Producer for MasterChef 
Gerron Hurt ('15) 
"The Spirit Makes the Master(Chef)" 
I e's easy co say Gerron Hurt ('15) of Nashvil le, Tenn., who works as an English and English as a Second Language Teacher for Lead Academy High School, is the Clark Kent of education after 
competing on and winning MnsterCheJseason 9. 
Hun loves reaching because he gets co create life-changing 
outcomes for his students and encourage them to d ream big, which is 
precisely what led him to compete on MasterCheJ. 
"Winning the show has truly showed me that dreams do come 
true," explained Hurt. "A lot of people gee caught up in their everyday 
lives, and they lose sight of their aspiratio ns because they become so 
conrent with what they're used to. Dream big, then execute! Ir's never 
coo lace ro chase a dream and never give up on your dreams." 
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COOKING WITH MAMA 
From a young age, Hurr was always in the kirchen with his mom. 
"From the tender age of 5, I was in rhc kitchen with my mom 
almosr every nighr learning rhe fundamenrals of cooking sourhern 
cuisine," noted Hurt. "Outside of the kirchen, you would th ink that 
our family n r knew no other channels because ir scayed on The Food 
Network and Cooking Channel 24/7! When I wasn't at school, or busy 
wirh social activities, I was at home watching the: world's best chefs and 
mimicking techniques and recipes chat l saw. l soon began to make the 
bi-weekly grocei:y list and daily meals with my morn." 
It's this same southern cuisine chat helped him claim the lirle 
MnsrerChef 
r• I u 
"One of che biggest lessons thar I learned on the show was co 
stay cruc ro myself and my cooking sryle ," added Hu rt. "The moment 
that l started trying to create fancy dishes chat had no infl uence 
whatsoever, I always fell flat on my face. When I created d ishes within 
my wheelhouse and found ways to elevate: them to restaurant qualiry, I 
often times came ouc victorious." 
Hun says lhe road to winning wasn't an easy path, bur much like 
his teaching career, he learned from feedback. 
"The beginning of my MnsterCheJjourncy was rough. l came 
into the competition strong, bltt l was in need of many lechnical 
improvements," Hurt said. "Being a teacher, feedback is essenrial. l 
took all of the skills rhac I learned and constantly implemenrcd my 
feedback day by day. I made sure ro never make the same mistake 
twice or to never continue working with a mistake. I was like a 
sponge: I soaked up everything around me. My mindset, improved 
skills and willingness 10 learn from everyone are rhe reasons rhat l 
have become victorio us." 
Hun says he's made many friends and mentors from the show 
including Gordon Ramsey hi1melf. Since MnsterCheJ, Hun says he has 
plans to open a food truck and restaurant venture. His live-year plan is 
to have his own cooking show on a major television nelwork. 
"Gerro n was an absolute pleasure to have on the show," said 
Danny Schrader, Executive Producer for MmterChef "\'(leek in and 
week out, he worked harder than anyone else to conscancly improve 
his cooking skills. Anytime we weren'r shooting, he rook time 
10 indulge in cookbooks and practice his placing technique. His 
winn ing the show i~ really a resca menr ro hard work paying off. I'm 
thrilled for all the success rhat is due ro come his way and couldn't 
be happier co have him represent the MnsterChefbrand." •. ROSE 
REMENTER I PHOTOS COURTESY OF FOX MEDIA 
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WKU ALUMNI ASSOCIATION GRADUATION PRINT SERIES: The prints ab 
are a few of the unique drawings creJ ted by Bill "Whitey" Sanders and presen 
to graduates as a special gift from the WKU Alumni Associa tion. 
Sanders spenc his early rctiremcnc years away from policies, 
expressing arc through sculptures chat include one of E.A. Diddle, which 
is currcncly on display in che Augenstein Alumni Center ac WKU. 
As chc Clinton era came to a close and rhe Republican National 
Convention nomin:Hed former lexas Gov. George W. Bush as 
its Presidential candidate, he says he hcgan to "f'eel my fi re in the 
belly rekindling." He discovered the power of' the internet co gain 
background information on Bush and sec up a blog, Sanders Cartoon-
Commentary, which he sci II runs tocby. 
With no plans co stop anyt ime soon , he enjoys cxpressi ng his 
opinions through drawing. 
"I cend to be very opinionated," Sanders said frankly. "Cartooning 
gives me an opportunity co express more ;,bstract ideas and notions 
about society and w hat's going on and hopefully have some inA uence. 
What I try to do in a cartoon is to make people think abou t any given 
issue, social problem or condition chat needs some work. In the book, 
I have quote from a woman in W isconsin who d id a perfect job. She 
made the poinr that while she didn't always agree with my work, the 
cartoons made her chink. Thac really is the point." 
Wich his political cartoons, Sanders says he tries not tu make any 
allusions d1a1 people won't readily understand by looking at the work. 
He finds his inspiration from many sources and noted d1at inspi ration is 
something you of'ten fi nd by accident when something just "totally gees 
under your skin and cells you that you have to say something about it." 
"A cartoon is an iconoclascic form of arc designed to make 
readers give cheir accenrion and thoughts ro any given issue," he 
noted . "lliac doesn't mean diat it ca n't be funny, o r must be serious 
or bizarre or mcan-spirircd. It may have a liccle bit of all of chat in 
its content, buc it is a presentation of' a cartoonist 's argument for or 
aga inst any social or political situarion. Herblock o f the Washington 
Posr was once asked why he drew such critical carroons. He answered 
that it was not his intention ro be mean-spirited, bur chat he cried 
co leave in a cartoon some litclc pearl of wisdom for the reader, and 
w here would che pearl industry be without an irriranr?" 
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Cara Owsley ('96) and Cameron Knight ('05) 
These Cincinnati Enquirer journalists are what Pulitzer Prize winners look like 
In 2018, two WKU alumni joined the likes of Ernest H emingway, Willia m Faulkner and Kendrick L-im ar. Cameron Knight ('05) and Cara Owsley ('96 ) were pare of rhc ccam of journalbcs at the 
Cincinnati Enquirer who made the story "Seven Days of Heroin: This is 
Whar a n Epidemic Looks Like" possible, and in Apri l 20 18, they, along 
with the res t of the ream, received a Pulitzer Prize award for the story. 
"Seven Days of Heroin" shares the nar ratives of rea l peop le, 
ch ild ren and fa m il ies affected by tht' opioid crisis in Ci ncin nat i, 
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O hio. T he article, accom panied by a 30-minutc video story, 
inc ludes accoun ts o f rhose in recove ry, t hose who have relapsed 
and those w ho have lost loved Ont's bec.tuSt' 01 addic tion . Knight 
be lieves rhe story cap tures the full scope of chc opio id c risis and 
that's w hy it is resonaring wi th so many people. 
"Hu nd reds of thousand~ of people read the ,wry, watched 
rhe stu nning viocos a nd lea rned what the 'opio id c ris is' really 
mea nr," he exp lai ned. 
HILLTOPPER NATION 
"WKU was a humbling experience. It taught me that hard work is essential, but even 
that isn't enough sometimes in the world of journalism. You need experience, context, 
insight and a lot of chances to fail before you can succeed'.' 
Cameron Knight ('OSI 
THE LOGISTICS OF IT ALL 
A team of more than 60 repo rters found there were a l leasr 180 
ovcrdo.1e,, 18 deaths and 15 babies ho rn wi th he roin- related med ical 
issues during their 30 days of reporting. Owsley said .1he had never 
worked on a projecr of chis magni1ud~. 
"ll1e entire week was dedicated co working on Seven D ays," she 
,aid. '''!he photo ,rnff d idn't shoot a ny other a.--~ignmenrs that week." 
Owsley is rhe Director of Phowgraphy a t the Enquirer. She spent 
the "eek helping to coord inate where phot0graphcrs would he shooting 
while abo working on he r own assignments. She sa id she a nd the s1aff 
were all .1urpriscd wirh rhe qua lity of co111en r they were able to obrain. 
"'lhese kinds of stories can be a real h ie o r m iss, especially with 
doing ride-alongs with police o fficers a nd fi re o fficials," she explained. 
Knight i.1 a Scaff Reporte r for rhe Enquirer. H e spcm che week 
working wirh the police o r o n rhe streets of Cincinnati, chasing down 
overdose 911 calls and visiting horspots rha r were known to be popu lar 
for user,. 11 wasn't uncornmon for people to be willing to sha re rhe ir 
stories with him or his colleagues. 
"Many of 1he people suffering from addicrio n would rather 1101 be, so 
it's not uncommon for them to be willing to ralk ro reporters," he added. 
He said rhe story was truly a ream effort, and it was a uniq ue 
experience co know there were dozens of reponers on the H reers 
doing 1he same work he was doing. 
"We all knew the goal: to 1cll th is story o n die b roadest scale possible 
by c:ap1uring as many personal, individual 1110 111e111s as possib le," he added. 
THEIR TIME ON THE HILL 
Knight grew up jll.lt nord1 of Cincinnati in a suhurh called West 
Chester and came to WKU specifically for the Photojo urnalism program. 
"WKU was a humbling experience," he sa id . "le taug ht me that 
hard work i1 essential, but even that isn't enough some times in tht' 
,,..orJd of journalism. You need experience, context, insigh t and a lot of 
chances to fail before you can succeed." 
30 
DAYS 01 l~IPORTING 
Knigh t said a few of h is p rofessors at WKU helped shape him 
into the journalist he i, today, facing challenges as a srudem tha r m ighr 
cause even professional journa lists co struggle. 
" It p ushed my skills and sq ueezed my wo rk eth ic in all the 
r ight ways ," he added. 
Owsley said she's known she wa m ed to be a p hotographer 
s ince she was j ust e igh t yea rs old. W hen she was in h igh school, 
her p hotography c~achcr sugges ted she apply co WKU for 
pho to jou rna lism. 
" I d id n't know a nyt h ing ahou t phorojo urnalism , bu r o nce I 
started taking classes I was hoo ked ," she said . 
Owsley also believes t he professors at WKU helped he r 
become die p ho tojournal ist she is today. Ar lease once a year, she 
ret u rns to WKU 10 visit one of her o ld professors a nd c r it iq ue 
c u rrent srndcn ts' portfo lios . She said rhc relatio nsh ips she m ade 
whe n she wen t ro school here have been inc redib ly loyal. 
"WKU suppons the ir alumni across the globe," she added . ""Jliat 
means the world ro us." 
WHAT'S NEXT? 
Over the past year Knight has been working on w ri t ing his firsr 
book. H e said he a lways rries ro learn at leas t o ne new rhing a yea r. 
"Maybe th is yea r I'll (learn) 10 write a book an d next year's 
project w ill be acrually fi n ishing it ," he joked. 
Owsley said after the Pu litzer Pr ize w in she wenr back to 
assis t ing rhe photo staff with p rojects a nd breaking daily news. 
" It did n't change me, bu t it m o tivated me a nd my co-wo rke rs to 
keep doing chis kind o f wo rk," she said . 
After "Seven Days of H e ro in" appeared, the Enquirer 
publ ished several follo w-up sro ries on some o f the fam ilies who 
were featu red in the p iece. ' lhe Enquirer is in rhe beginning stages 
o f doi ng ano ther large p roject like "Seven Days of Heroin" o n the 
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What exactly is a mobile classroom and weather lab? 
The mobile lab is equipped w ith all the technology a 
meteorologist needs to provide real-tim e wea ther on the go at 
events. -lhe studen ts had multiple hands-on roles during the 
debut, rang ing from Forecasting to emergency management. 
"During the Cage The Elephant concert, I was Stationed in rhe 
WKU Emergency Operations Center (EOC) as the White Squirrel 
Weather representative and forecaster," expla ined Olivia Cahill, a 
WKU junior Meteorology smdent from Dry Ridge, Ky. "It was my 
job to wacch the radar and communicate back and forth with Dr. 
Durkee as well as the other srudems stationed at the mobile unit 
and th roughout campus. This experience taught me that it takes 
several people from several differe111 e111iries to make an event this 
large flow smoot:h.ly. The experience improved my confidence in my 
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ability 10 convey weather information to others." 
"On che concert and game day, I helped with the 
emergency 111anagemcn1 side of operations by providing 
~ituational awareness, which involved several students 
stationed a ll around the crowd ro keep an eye on the skies 
and current weather cond irions, as well as looking o ur fo r 
people who might need med ical artcntion," t,xplaincd CJ 
Padgcrc, a senio r Meteoro logy SLLtdcnc from Belleville, Ill. 
"Both responsib ilities arc g reat to put on my resume, because 
no one e lse will have the experience of fo recasting for a 
G rammy Award-'¼•inning band and helping with em ergency 
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It's all about hands-on learning: how the mobile lab came to be 
' [he Whice Squirrel \Xleacher Mobile Cla~~room and 
Forecast Lab is noc rhe firsr hands-on learning experie nce for rhe 
Meteoro logy Program. ll1e program gor its start a r WKU ar the 
beginning or the 2007-2008 school year. In 2008, D r. Durkee 
was h ired to ramp up rhe Mereorology Program a nd in 2009, 
his firs t in itia t ive was ro create rhe l:ield Merhods in Wearhe r 
Analysis and Forecasr course, more commonly known as the 
WKU Storm C hase class. 
"'!his class has a competitive entry o f e ight stude n ts each 
year, and we rake che group out to the G reat P lains for two 
weeks for an intensive severe-srorms forecasring workshop," 
expla ined Dr. D urkee. 
"We saw o ur weather textbooks come to life before our own 
eyes," described KelJi McShane ('18), the Weekend Morning 
Meteorologist at WYMT in Hazard, Ky. "Every day we had a 
forecast d iscussio n, with one swdem being the daily lead forecaster. 
After discussion and input from everyone, we chose our forecasr 
rarger---or where we believed srorms would develop--rhen we 
would pack up and head o ut. Keep in mind rhat we arc forecasring 
a very specific geographical locarion and a ve1y specific rime frame. 
This is an exrremely advanced skill that is crucial to have during 
severe weather events. A few miles can make a difference with a 
tornado ripping through a rown or a neighborhood." 
'' le is one th ing to read about a certain atmospheric p rocess, 
or to see p icwres of' it on a slide, but seeing rhese processes 
caking place in teal life is a m uch more rewarding experience," 
added Greg Docekal (' l 8), who is currently a g rad u.ite swde nt 
in the Geography Deparcmenr a t UNC C ha rlotte. ''Also, since 
most or the decision making is left up to che students during 
the tri p, it forces us to focus and rise to the challenges that a re 
presented. Pe rsonally, chis experience helped me become more 
confident in my forecas ting a nd decision-making skills." 
In 2013. Dr. Durkee expanded on the program's ha nds-on 
lea rning endeavors by c reating che College H eigh ts Atmospheric 
Ohservarory for Stude nts (CHAOS)-a facility chat works as a 
weather moni to ring. predicrion and research area fo r students. 
The lab, located on rhe top floor of the Environmental Science 
and Technology Build ing on WKU's campus, is outfi tted with 
various h igh-end computing systems, monitors, a conference space 
and a wearher observation deck. 1 he goal is for students to gather 
and have forecast discussions, work o n research, com m unicate 
with emergency operations and congregare for peer support. 
"CHAOS provides both forecasri ng and real-rime weathe r 
data for the University leadership as well as local emergency 
managers a nd responders," noted Dr. David Oliver ('85, '13), 
the Director of Environmental H ealth and Safety and WKU's 
Emergency Manager. "This is unique because it provides such an 
i ncegration of academics and pracrical experience in an area of 
continual community need." 
But, th is wasn't enough. Dr. Durkee dec ided that 
CHAOS was too insular of an acrivity for smdenrs, so he and 
his colleagues decided to expand its horizons. 
"In 2016, I had the idea for students frequenting 
CJ lAOS to provide tangible output in che form of forecast and 
emergency rnanagcmcm services, which is ultimately what paved 
the path for the launch ofWhire Squirrel Weather (WSWX), 
where smdents currently do jusl chat," said Dr. Durkee. 
"We went to dinner one n ight and mapped our WSWX 
on a napkin,'' explained Jonathan Oglesby ('92, ' 16), an 
Instructor in the Depa rem em of Geography a nd Geology, 
and the Science Communication D irector for White Squirrel 
Weather and the Meteorology program. ''Dr. D urkee a nd 
I ~vork hard ro create nor just conccnr, but meaningful 
concenr that is memorable and educational. My main ro le is 
to facilitate rhe visual design, communication and outreach. 
Moreover, I work alongside Dr. Durkee to help coordinare the 
srudcnts and manage the activities ofWSWX." 
WSWX is something 1ha1 smdcncs and alumni say provides 
valuable learning cools and experiences. Dai ly, the scudenrs pur 
together forecasts, moniror any potential weather events, and 
communicate to rhe public via social media and rheir website 
and app. They also keep University officials in the loop of any 
v.cather that could impact campus or the community. 
I am proud to say I gor to witness White Squirrel 
Weather come a live during my las t two years ar WKU,'" 
TAKING LEARNING TO GREATER HEIGHTS 
noted Paige Noel ('18) , rhe Weekend Evening Mereorologisr 
for \XIYMT in Hazard, Ky."[ w.is o ne o f the social media 
directors or\XISWX, and I s rarted both the Inscagram and 
Snapchac accounrs. ']he Snapchat account was challenging 
because ir was something I had to consranrly keep up with. 
I am thankful for tha t, because it has helped me with my 
career today. A !or of my current job is po,cing on social 
media a nd keeping my viewers updated rhrougho ut the 
day. Tl1is was wha t I was doing as a social media director at 
WSWX." 
"Communicatio n in the meteorology field has become 
increasingly important over the past few years, and WSWX 
gives studcms the o pportunity ro communicate difliculr 
information concisely to people who don't unde rsiand it," 
added Pierce Larkin (' 18), a GIS Special ist fo r Atmos 
Ene rgy in Murfreesboro, Tenn. "As the lead forecasrcr fo r 
rhe first th ree semesters char WS\Xf)( was in existence, 
the expecra t ions for me in that ro le helped me develop 
as a leader, practice time management skills and hone 
my forecasting skills. 1he value of this experience 
really cannot be expressed eno ugh, as this put. me at an 





Let's put CHAOS on wheels 
In 20 18, Dr. Durkee and his a1llcagues decided to make 
CHAOS mobilc--rachcr than just letting the weather come ro rhcm. 
" Dr. David Oliver, Jo nathan Oglesby a nd I pur together 
the idea 10 rcpurpose a 15-year-old trailer and conven it into a 
modern mobile classroom and weather fo recast lab," explained 
Dr. Durkee. ""(he mobile uni t gives srude ms an excel lenr 
opporcuniry to pruvide exciting outreach learning experiences 
fo r school groups a nd during public events. Further, srudenrs 
can sec up o n sire ro moni tor and predict weather condi rions 
fo r (priva te) events. "logether, rhe WSWX mobi le un it benefits 
student lea rning by providing opportunities th rough the pracrice 
of meteorological moniroring, real-rime predictions and through 
educaLion outreach." 
It's th ro ugh these innovative hands-on init iatives char WKU 
Meteorology students arc making rhe most of their lea rning. 
"Students who have o ppo rtuniries to actively practice the 
skills they acquire in class rooms and laboratories develop a h igher 
confidence level and documented experience thar e nhances thei r 
potential to secure a career in thei r field of study," said Dr. Oliver. 
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"-n,e \XIS\XIX partnerships provide these opporrunirics borh 
inccrnally co the University and externally with government and 
industry. O ur srudents have repeatedly demonsrrared a wi llingness 
to ,erve o ur University and community with a high degree of 
competence and professionalism." 
Besides the hands-on learning, another perk ror students 
with WS\XIX and the mobile lab is that they get ro influence 
University officials when ir comes ro weather closures and delays. 
"If rhere's a winrer weather threa t, w~ get ro make a forecaM 
and char, in turn, influences the U niversity's decision co shut 
down or stay open," said Evan Haner, a senio r Meteorology 
swdent from f.ra nkfort, Ky. "We get 10 sc.:e o ur forecas ts 
influence actual real-life decisions." 
"Ir is o ne thing to make a forecast in class for a grade, but 
p rovid ing forecasts to the University rouse.: lo make major decision; 
about classes, graduation , games and evcnrs is a rewarding feeling, 
because it shows that_ the University t rusts its Meteorology srudenrs 
to provide important wc.:athcr details," added Padgett. 
Looking to the future 
Everyone involved with the mobile classroom a nd 
weather lab say the Cage 'The Elepham concerr and WKU 
football game were just the beginning. 
"1 he plans for the unit currently focus on two areas," 
said Dr. Oliver. "The first is to provide a platform for our 
,rudcnrs co help educate the public on the imponance of 
understanding wea ther and the impact it has on o u r daily 
lives at larger public events such as \XIKU football games 
and other community gatherings. Secondly, we sec the 
o pportunity LO allow the studem s co teach weather as a 
scie nce co P-12 srndents as an ou treach co schools across the 
WKU service areas ." 
And, at rhe end of the day, it's all about provid ing the 
best hands-on learning for their s tudents. 
TAKING LEARNING TO GREATER HEIGHTS 
"White Squirrel Weather and t he mobile lab embodies the 
idea of student-centered applied research by apply ing cheory-
co-practice-bascd services for the entire \XI KU community," 
sa id Dr. Durkee. " Numerous employers in p rivate, government 
a nd academic sectors have com municated co me di rectly char 
professio nalized learning and workfo rce tra ining experiences 
such as rhe WKU Scorm C hase, CHAOS, W hire Sq u irrel 
Weather and the mobile classroom/foreca5t lab a re key in 
the \X/KU Meteorology program's success of post-grad uate 
p lacement. I firmly believe rhese experiences and documented 
student successes play a critical ro le in srrong recruirment 
a nd reten tion for the WKU Meteorology Program, which 
has expe rienced greater rhan GOO pe rcent growrh since it was 
launched in 2007." 
TO SEE WSWX IN FULL FORCE, Vl·SIT: WKUWEATHER.COM OE) @WKUWeather 







The 4th annual Red, White & Brew -
featuring local Kentucky brews and wines! 
APRIL 27, 2019 
2:00 PM - 5:00 PM • WKU South Lawn 
The WKU Young Alumni Council is excited to share in a day of brews, tunes and fun with the 
Bowling Green community. This event for those 21 and above benefits the Young Alumni 
Council 's Scholarship Fund for upperclassmen students at WKU. 
Purchase tickets online at alumni.wku.edu/rwb19 
Tickets include beer/wine, complimentary meal, free on-campus parking, access to all RWB vendors 
Looking to sponsor or become a vendor? 
Contact allie.sharp@wku.edu for sponsorship inquiry or visit alumni.wku.edu/rwbvendorform to register. 
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., welcomed their daughter, 
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~ RED TOWEL 
DON'T LEAVE HOME WITHOUT IT! 
Please list names of each person in picture and their graduation year. 
Also include date and location of picture and send your pictures to: 
WKU Alumni Association, Red Towel Travels, 292 Alumni Ave. Suite 309, 
Bowling Green, KY 42101 or email to alumni@wku.edu. 
*Pictures will not be returned. 
_ Barrett Gray {Future Hilltopper), Robin Gray 
{'86, '88, L) and David Gray {'86, L) with Robin 
Roberts on the set of Good Morning America in 
NEW YORK, N.Y., in October 2018. 
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_ Jonathan West {'96) and Mechelle West {'94) in 






_ Sue Dupar! {'81, '82, L) in NAIROBI, KENYA, 
as part of a volunteer dental professional trip 
in September 2018. 
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RED TOWEL TRAVELS 
ALUMNI.WKU.EDU/REDTOWELTRAVELS 
- Dr. Thomas Weakley {'80, '81), 
t) Lightsy 
TA CANA, 
Mounce {Former Faculty and Academic Dean 
of Potter College 1969-1980) and Laurie Pruitte 
Weakley ('77, '79) in ANACORTES, WASH., in 
summer 2018. 
II I 
_ Phil Barnhouse {'92, L) at the NASDAQ Stock 
Market in NEW YORK, N.Y., in July 2018. 
_ Allan Howard Harvey ('69, L) and Vicki Bachman 
Harvey {'68, L) at the Giant's Causeway in 
County COUNTY ANTRIM, NORTHERN IRELAND, 
in August 2018. 
_ Tom Yunt ('77, L) and Marianne Yunt ('10, 
L) at the top of Mount Pilatus in LUCERNE, 
SWITZERLAND, in October 2018. 
~ Benjamin Simms ('10), Kailey Anderson ('15), 
Ashlie Glenn ('13) and former Hilltopper 
Matthew Neal at the Louvre Museum in PARIS, 
FRANCE, in December 2018. 
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Sanchez Lopez ('88) (center) with Drew Scott (left) and Jonathan Scott (right) 
Santos Lopez ('88) 
From dreams of being a pirate to the reality of working as an HGTV producer, Santos Lopez ('88) recounts 
his career journey 
D
uring a fall evening on lhe Hill, hundreds of \XfKU scudents, 
faculty, staff and community members packed into the 
Downing Student Union Auditorium ro learn from WKU 
alumnus Santos Lopez ('88), of Knoxville, Tenn. Lopc-z is Lead Creative 
and Executive Producer for va rious HCTV shows including Brother v,. 
Brother, Property Brothen, Home 1own and Flipping the Block. 
His presentation included h is t ips on creating your own 
brand, marketing yourself and interviewing for jobs, as well as a 
video from che Property Brothers, Jonathan and Drew Scon, and 
a l ive Face T ime sess ion with Ben and Erin Napier, che scars of che 
HGTV show, Home Town. Lopez's advice is s imple: be true co who 
you arc and bel ieve in yourself. 
" Hustle, improvise and be epic in every s ingle thing you create," 
said Lopez. "' O1c biggest competi tion is your own self-doubt. If you do 
not think you can do ir, nor a single employer will believe in you. Make 
yourself a promise to be relendessly positive and know chat, in the end, 
everything works out if you believe in yourself." 
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PIRATE DREAMING 
Lopez grew up in Caracas, Venezuela, and as a child he dreamed 
of becoming a pirace. Even ar a young age, ic was his wild imagination 
and need ro express himself thac led him co realize his passion fo r 
visual ~to rytell ing. 
"I was a lways looking for a different point of view or ways to 
express myself, fi rst through photography and then scorytelling," 
expla ined Lopez. "] chink I still have my First Communion invitation 
card in which I hand-drew a g iant robot who was fighting d inosaurs 
and je ts. -1 hroughouc my career, m y employers have come co rely on 
me for 'd,e big idea,' so I have been Fo rcunate to be able to harness 
my wild flights of creative fancy i111n impacrful, memorable promo 
campaigns and videos char bring big ratings or product awareness." 
Lopez ho,:ed in on his personal brand of "groundbreaking 
creative rhac connecrs" d uring h is time on rhe Hill. 
"The faculty and staff ac WKU were instrumental in preparing 
me for rhe long road ahead,'' added Lopez. "I knew coming in that I 
,L 'v1 IW UE 
Sanchez Lopez ('88) (right) with Drew Scott 
had one shor ar making th is happen, and my WKU professors helped 
mold me from a former Venezuelan beach bum wid, big ideas into an 
honor graduate with a ki ller demo reel. The facu lty took me seriously 
and saw potential in me, which, as an immigrant with an accent and 
" ild 80s hair, was the greatest confidence and morale booster I could 
evn have. Since rhey expected big things from me, I did nor wane co 
disappoint chem after graduation." 
His career ha, taken him on many adventures, from shooting 
surgical videos to a rranging furnirure with Joanna Gaines of Fixer Upper. 
"Ir's been long and full of surprises," Lopez said . "I've ridden a 
W\X'I I B-17 Bomber, been at the Presidential Palace in Costa Rica, mer 
th~ cnrire surviving cast of The Dukes of Hazzard, hung rhe Properr:;y 
Brorhers from a deacceleracing srnm harness, drunk Cuban coffee with 
Vanilla Ice and directed Bobby Brown, Maureen McCormick (Marcia 
Bradv) and Dee Snyder ofl,visred Sister, all on che same day." 
In h is currem role ar Discovery, Inc., Lopez writes pitches and 
conc~pts daily and attends creative meetings. H e says he's a lways 
researching w hat Facebook, Amazon, Apple, NecAix and Google arc 
up to, as well as the latest design, digital, music and movie t rends. 
'When I write, I strive co be relevant and find messages that 
connect wirh our demographic," Lopez said . 
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"The faculty and staff at WKU were instrumental in preparing 
me for the long road ahead I knew coming in that I had one 
shot at making this happen, and my WKU professors helped 
mold me from a former Venezuelan beach bum with big ideas 
into an honor graduate with a killer demo reel. 
SANTOS LOPEZ ('88) 
Sanchez Lopez ('88) (right) with Jonathan Scott 
He also gees ro work d irectly wirh the talem ro create some very 
entertaining promotional videos. 
"lhe besr thing ahour working wich HGTV talent is rhar they are 
nor just incredibly talented designers and builders, bur they exude warm ch 
and a rrne desire ro help ochers achieve their dreams," noted Lope-t. "I 
have established very close rebcionships wich many of rhcm, especially 
Jonathan and Drew Scott and Erin and Ben Napier. Ir has been quite rhe 
ride robe part of chc ream that has helped chem grow from 'those twins on 
HGTV' and 'chat sweet couple from Mississippi' to major entertainment 
personalities wid, Drew's srinr on Dancing with the Stars and rhe Napiers' 
book rour and new American-made furniture line." 
Even with rhe closeness of rheir relationships, ac the end of the day, 
Lopez says it's mosr important co focus on the brand. 
"Professionally speaking, I have a clear brand proposition while 
working with all talen t," expla ined Lopez. "Tc's okay co have fun with 
chem, but I neve r make fun of what they do or make fun oF our viewers. 
I respecr and uphold rhc ra lenr's own brand and vision, since rhcy arc 
professionals who, much like us, have a sterling reputation to uphold. 
During promo production, we never cut corners. I strive to live up co 
the standard of 'good is rhe enemy of great,' since our programming and 
brand t ru ly reflect rhar." • ROSE REMENTER 
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FOOTBALL 
I I BASHETBALL 




In the National Football League alone, the Hilltoppers have nine 
professional a th letes across eight teams. 
JACK DOYLE C'13) 
Tight end Jack Doyle ('13) is currently playing for the Indianapolis 
Colts and has 200 career receptions for 1,728 yards and 14 
touchdowns. 
TAYWAN TAYLOR 
Wide receiver Taywan Taylor was someone known for his speed 
and ability to get open, and those qualities have translated to the 
NFL. Taylor was selected 72nd overall in the 2017 NFL Draft by the 
Tennessee Titans, where in his short career he has 53 receptions for 
697 yards and two touchdowns. 
GEORGE FANT C'15) 
George Fant ('15) was an undersized power forward for Western 
Kentucky Basketball but his sh·ength and athleticism has transla ted 
very well into in the NFL. Fant is currently signed with the Seattle 
Seahawks, where they have fou nd a role for him as an offensive 
tackle and blocking tight end. He was a key piece to the offense's 
success this past season. 
TYLER HIGBEE ('16) 
In 2016, the Los Angeles Rams drafted tight end Tyler Higbee ('16) in 
the fourth round. In his career, Higbee has 60 recep tion~ for 672 yards 
and four touchdowns. 
MIKE WHITE ('17) 
Quarterback Mike White ('17) is currently playing for the Dallas 
Cowboys. 
JOEL IYIEGBUNIWE C'18) 
Linebacker Joel Iy iegbuniwe ('18) is curren tly p laying for the 
Chicago Bears. 
DEON YELDER ('17) 
Tight end Deon Yelder ('17) is currently playing for the Kansas City 
Chiefs. 
DARRELL WILLIAMS JR. C'16) 
Offensive lineman Darrell Williams Jr. ('16) is on the Los Angeles 
Rams practice squad. 
FORREST LAMP C'17) 
Offensive lineman Forrest Lamp ('17) was drafted in the second 
round by the Los Angeles Chargers and is currently working his way 
back from an inju ry. 
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HILLTOPPER BASHETBALL 
WKU Basketball h as also seen many great p layers come 
th rough E.A. Diddle Arena, and currently boasts 21 professional 
players spread throughout the world. 
COURTNEY LEE C'08) 
In 2008, the Orlando Magic used the 22nd pick in the NBA Draft on 
Courtn ey Lee ('08). Recently traded to the Dalla;; Mavericks, Lee 
p layed for the New York Knicks and tallied 7,590 poin ts in 771 career 
games at press time. With 10 years in the league, he's tl, e longest-
tenured H ill topper ever in the NBA. 
ORLANDO MENDEZ-VALDEZ C'09) 
Former Sun Belt Player of the Year, Orlando Mendez-Valdez ('09) is 
playing in Mexico for Soles de Mexicali. 
JUSTIN JOHNSON C'17) 
Justi n Johnson ('17) continues to play basketball and is playing in 
Italy for Cagliari. 
DARIUS THOMPSON 
Former ITilltopper Darius Thompson is playing for Leiden in the 
Netherlands. 
PANCAKE THOMAS 
Pancake Thomas is playing in Slovenia for KK Zlatorog Lasko. 
A.J. SLAUGHTER ('10) 
A.J. S laughter ('10) is currently in France playing for Asvel. 
T.J. PRICE ('15) 
T.J. Price ('15) is located in f-lungary p lay ing for Egis Kormend. 
STEFFPHON PETTIGREW ('11) 
Steffphon Pettigrew ('11) is playing in Argentina for Penarol. 
A'DARIUS PEGUES 
A'Darius Pegues is playing for Leones in , icaragua. 
JUAN PATTILLO C'11) 
Juan Pattillo ('11) is in the Canada BL playing for the Moncton Magic. 
JUNIOR LOMOMBA ('17) 
Ju nior Lomomba ('17) is in Norway playing for Froya. 
BEN LAWSON ('17) 
Ben Lawson ('17) is playing in Japan for Fukuoka. 
SERGIO KERUSCH ('11) 
Sergio Kerusch ('11.) is in Germany playing for Mitte ldeutscher. 
KEVIN KASPAR ('14) 
Kevin Kaspar ('14) is currently playing in Turkey. 
JEREMY EVANS ('10) 
Jeremy Evans ('10) is playing for Darussafaka. 
AARON COSBY 
Aaron Cosby is in Uruguay playing for Colon. 
DWIGHT COLEBY 
D wight Coleby is currently in Belgium playing for Liege Bas ket. 
TYRONE BRAZELTON ('08) 
Tyrone Brazelton ('08) is playing in Greece for lfestos. 
JAPETH AGUILAR 
Japeth Aguilar ('09) is p laying in the Philippines for Barangay 
<.,inebra. 
[ ADY TOPPER BASHETBALL 
Lady Topper Basketball also has a couple of professional 
ath letes playing overseas. 
ALEXIS GOVAN ('14, '17) 
Alexis Govan ('14, '17) currently plays in Greece for PAOK 
Thessalonikis. 
TASHIA BROWN C'18) 
The most recent graduate, Tashia Brown ('18), is playing for AO 
Sporting Athens in Greece. 
THACH AND FIELD 
In addition, Western Kentucky University has some notable track 
and field athletes competing in professional circuits. 
JESSICA RAMSEY C'14) 
Jessica Ramsey ('14) is currently throwing discus and has 
competed at the Olympic Trials as well as many other track and 
field championships across the world. 
RAIGO TOOMPUU ('06) 
Raigo Toompuu ('06) was an Estonian Jthlele who competed in 
thE.' 2012 Olympics in London, where he threw shot put. 
EMMANUAL DASOR ('17) 
Emmanual Dasor ('17) was born in Chana and specializes in the 
200- and 400-meter race. He represented his country in the 2016 
World Indoor Championsh ips that were held in Portland, Ore. 
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____ _ _ _ JULIUS MORRIS ('15) 
Jul ius Morris ('15) was born in Montserrat and runs the 100- and 
200-meter race. He holds record~ for Montserratian track and field 
sprinters including the JOO- and 200-meter race, and he competed at 
the 2015 World Championships in Beijing. 
MICHELLE FINN ('11) 
Michelle Finn ('11) is an Irish-born runner competing in the 
3,000-meter steeplechase. Finn represen ted Ireland in the 2016 
Summer Olympics in Rio and also competed in the World 
Championships in 2015. 
SHADRACK KIPCHIRCHIR 
Former Hill topper Shadrack Kipchirchir is a Kenyan-born distance 
runner who specializes in the 10,000-meter race. Kipchirchir 
competed in the 2016 Rio Olympics and at the 2018 World 
Championships. He also enlisted in the U.S. Army in 2014 and joined 
the U.S. Army World Class Athlete program. 
GAVIN SMELLIE 
Former Hilltopper Gavin Smellie is a Jamaican-born Canadian 
sprin ter who specializes in 4 x 100 relay race. He competed in the 
2012 Summer Olympics and was also selected to represent Canada 
at the 2018 Commonwealth Games. 
The other athletes representing WKU are former Hill toppers Kristo 
Galeta, Elvyonn Bailey and Venatavius Dasor. 
GOLF 
KENNY PERRY 
In professional golf, former Hilltoppcr and WKU Hall of 
Distinguished Alu mni honoree Ken ny Perry is one of the most 
s uccessful WKU f-li lltopper p roducts on the course. Perry, 
who resides in nearby Franklin, Ky., has represented WKU in 
outstanding fashio n since tu rn ing pro in 1982. 
Since then, he has won 14 events on the PGA Tour and 10 
events on the Champions Tour, including four senior major 
championships. According to ESPN, Perry ranks 26th among all-
time PGA money leaders. 
Western Kentucky University and Bowling 
Green have been home to many g reat professional 
athletes, and current Hilltopper s tudent-a thle tes also 
represent a very bright futu re for opportunities in 
professional sports. • JEFFREY CROSLEY (CURRENT STUDENT) 
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His brother's keeper 
former international srudenr Daniel Salami (' 17) balances full-time career and guardianship of brother 
D anicl Salami ('17) clicks his mouse on h is rriple-screen computer. I !is office cubicle ar Fruit of rhe Loom in Rowling Green, Ky., holds exrra brigh111ess rhanks ro 
the neon orange shirr he is wearing. He shifrs from his compurer 
and speaks as he squeezes a mini basketball. His younger brother 
is playing basketball chis year; he's 6'2" ;111d on a local high school 
team. Salami is quite proud oF his brother, especially since he is his 
brorhcr's legal gu,1rdian- a tide he gained before graduating college. 
Salam i is originally from Lagos, Nigeria, one of che most 
bustl ing cities in Africa. He finished high school when he was I 5. 
He app lied ro one of Nigeria's medical schools robe a surgeon, 
buc the school denied him encry because he was so young. H e 
kn~w he wanted a qualicy education and eventually found his way 
co WKU. Immed iately after arriving, he found chat WKU held 
inrernarionalizat ion in high regard. 
"I goc here and saw Nigeria's flag and a Joe of other flags Aying 
~ucsidc rhe international building," Salami said. "I knew 1 was welcome." 
Salami began studying Computer Science and Mathematics. 
He became an lmernar ional Studrnt Diplomat ro help ocher 
inrernarional students find their way at \VKU. He did extensive 
research on cloud computing. He even secured a job before 
graduation. In the midst of juggling all of these elem ems, becoming 
his brother's keeper rook top priority. 
"Personally, I'm nor an American citia:n," Salami explained, "bur 
111y brother is. My mom used ro travel ro rhc U.S. and back a lor. So, she 
had him in the U.S. Things back home right now an:n't grear somcrimes. 
'lo, she decided rhac ic would be best for him to have his cducarion here." 
Upon his arrival in rhe U.S. Salami's brother inicially stayed 
w ith some family fr iend;. However, some unforeseen ci rcumstances 
arose. Several legal documems late r, Salami became his brother's 
official guard ian. 
" I figured the best rhing co do was get my degree as Fasr as 
possible and grr a joh as fasr as possible 10 support not only myself, 
bur him as well," he said. 
He quickly found char time management was rhe most 
sign ifica111 issue he faced. 
"I feel like I had ro swap some fun things for nor-so-fun th ings 
sometimes," he said. 
I le cared for h is brother while working and taking 18 credit 
hours among all of his orher involvemcnrs, which be describes as a 
srraighc-line routi ne of class, work and sleep. 
"I tried to also make my younger brother see a little bit of rhe 
srrugglc thar was going on so he would focus on his studies more 
and give himself some motivation-a way robe and a way not to be," 
Salami noled. "He's in high school. I was more concerned about thar 
than anything. I knew chat whatever way he turns Out-it was o n me." 
Above all , Salami wanes robe an inspi ration for his brother. 
"] just want him ro go down a good path," he said. "To make 
sure he wams ro make the bc,1 decisions. Like if he wanes to play a 
sport, I' ll let him play a sport. He role! me he wanes to write. I rold 
h im 10 go for ir. If you're nor doing something you're passionate 
about, chen what's the poin L of doing ic?" 
Salami lives rhis philosophy as a guardian. A Nigerian. A 
worker. A brother. • BRYSON KELTNER ('17) I GRACE PRITCHETT (PHOTOS) 
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1950s 
Joe Woosley ('53, A) of Hot Springs, 
Ark., Principal and Founding Partner 
of Jordan Woosley Crone & Keaton 
Ltd., was recently honored with the 
CFO Lifetime Achievement Award in 
Accounting from Arkansas Business. 
With more than a half century of 
service with his firm, Woosley was 
selected by an independent panel 
of judges to receive the award at a 
November 2018 recognition program. 
He is a graduate of the Bowling 
Green Business University (BU), the 
forerunner of WKU. 
1960s 
Robert Ramsey ('63, L) and his wife, 
Willanna, of Bowling Green, Ky., are 
retiring after more than 60 years in 
business as owners of Container World, 
Inc. and Ramsey Mobile Home Supplies. 
Bill Whittaker ('65, L) of Glasgow, 
Ky., was presented with the Albert 
Nelson Marquis Lifetime Achievement 
award in 2018. The Marquis list of Who's 
Who Lifetime Achievement recognizes 
individuals who have achieved greatness 
in their industry and have excelled in 
their field for at least 20 years. 
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1970s 
Eunice Payne 
('73, '75, '80, l ) 
of Louisville, Ky., is 
serving a second 
term as the 1st Vice 
President of the 
• Jefferson County 
Retired Teachers Association. Payne's 
career in education spans more than 40 
years. 
Ronnie Ellis ('75) of Frankfort, Ky., has 
retired after working for 36 years as a 
reporter. Ellis has spent the past 14 years 
covering Kentucky state government for 
Community Newspaper Holdings, Inc. 
(CNHI). He plans to move back to his 
hometown of Glasgow, Ky., and will still 
write a regular column for CNHI. 
1980s 
Marianne Smith Edge ('81) of 
Owensboro, Ky., has joined the FLM 
Harvest Board of Advisors. Edge 
currently works as the Principal/Founder 
of Agri-Nutrition Edge. 
Dr. Vicki Phillips ('81, '88) of Seattle, 
Wash., was named the Chief Education 
Officer for The National Geographic Society. 
Greg Seaton ('81, A) of Bowling 
Green, Ky., has been hired as the 
Business Development/Commercial 
Lending Officer at Service One Credit 
Union. 
Kenny Perry of Franklin, Ky., won 
the 2018 TPC Twin Cities PGA Tour 
Champions event. This is his third time 
to win the TPC Twin Cities. 
Thomas Richards ('82, A) of Bowling 
Green, Ky., was named Chairman of 
the Bowling Green Board of Parks 
Commissioners for 2018-2019. He has 
been a member of the board for more 
than 20 years. 
Paul 
Schaumburg 
('82) of Paducah, 
Ky., was named 
the District Level 
Administrator of 
the Year by the 
Kentucky Association of School 
Administrators. At the 2018 
conference, Schaumburg received the 
O.V. Jones Memorial Award for 
outstanding service from the 
Kentucky School Public Relations 
Association. He currently works as the 
Community Relations Director.for 
Graves County Schools. 
Dr. Vicki Berling ('83) of Edgewood, Ky., 
was named the Director of Professional 
Development and head of the Enzweiler 
Building Institute by the Building Industry 
Association of Northern Kentucky. 
George Nichols Ill ('83, l ) of Potomac, 
Md., was named President and CEO 
of the American College of Financial 
Services. He currently serves on the WKU 
Boa rd ofRegents. 
Mike Burress ('85, '88) of Elizabethtown, 
Ky., was promoted to Executive Director of 
the Lincoln Trail Area Development District. 
ALUMNI CONNECTION 
Dr. Chris Schmidt ('9S, '12) 
and Claude Bacon ('94, 
'01 , L) are pictured with 
friend Toby Young after they 
all completed the Florida 
lronman on Nov. 4, 2018. The 
race was relocated to Haines 
City, Fla., after Hurricane 
Michael devastated Panama 
City Beach. 
Dr. Michelle Myers 
('85) of Parkville, 
Mo., was named 
Provost of Park 
University. 
Tim Culver ('86, L) of Versailles, Ky., was 
named Vice President of Advancement for 
Midway University. 
Dr. James Flynn Ill ('86) of 
Franklin, Ky., was named Executive 
Director of the Kentucky Assoc iation 
of School Superintendents. Dr. Flynn 
is the Superintendent of Simpson 
County Schools. 
Brent Holsclaw ('86, '90) of 
Bardstown, Ky., was named the 
Chief Financial and Facilities Officer 
at Elizabethtown Community and 
Technical College. 
Jamie Sizemore ('86) of Elizabethtown, 
Ky., was named Executive Director of 
Feeding America, Kentucky's Heartland. 
Jama Bennett ('88, '90) of Vine 
Grove, Ky., retired from James T. Alton 
Middle School in Hardin County, Ky., 
after spending the last 19 years as 
Principal. Her career in education 
spans 33 years. 
Susanna Westerfield {'88) of 
Louisville, Ky., was selected as 
Executive Director for the Friends of 




Scott Alvey ('90) of Versailles, Ky., was I 
named Executive Director of the Kentucky 
Hist6rical Society. I 
Robbin Morrison Taylor ('90, '97, 
L) of Bowling Green, Ky., joined the I 
team at McCarthy Strategic Solutions, 
LLC, a governmental relations firm in 
1 
Frankfort, Ky. 
Lisa (Scites) Allen ('91 ) of 
Bardstown, Ky., has been named 
Interim Dean of the School of 
Education at Campbellsville University. 
I I I I f 
I 
I 
Dr. Donald Goodin ('91) of 
El izabethtown, Ky., has returned to 
Hardin Memorial Hospi tal to prac tice 
medical oncology and hematology, as 
well as serve as the Medical Director 
for the Cancer Center. 
Dr. Caren Daniels {'92) of 
Morehead, Ky., was appointed by 
Kentucky Gov. Matt Bevin to the 
Kentucky State Board of Medica l 
Li censure. 
Greg Gerard ('92, A) of Berea, Ky., 
was named Pres ident of Baptist 
Health Richmond. 
ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT 
Jacinta (Boswell) Pleasant ('92, '05) 
of Radcliff, Ky., was named Principal of 
Radcl iff Elementary School. 
Dr. Kenneth Stalder ('92) of Huxley, 
Iowa, received the Animal Industry 
Service Award and ASAS Fellow in the 
extension category. Both are national 
awards presented by the American 
Society of Animal Science (ASAS). 
Susan Matthews ('96, '98) of 
Hartford, Ky., has expanded her family 
medical practice, Bluegrass Regional 
Healthcare, to include mental health 
care. The clinic is named Bright Futures 
Behavioral Health. Matthews works as a 
Nurse Practitioner. 
Get to kn.ow Linda Gamblin Ball ('78, L), WKU's newest Regent 
Lexington, Ky., businesswoman Linda 
Gamblin Ball ('78, L) says her experience at WKU 
gave her the confidence to succeed at a young age. 
The Madisonville, Ky., native earned a 8.5 
in Business Administration in 1978, obtained 
her real estate license in 1979 and quickly found 
success in sel ling homes. 
"My experience at WKU impacted so many 
different areas of my life; she explained. "It gave 
me confidence to get my real estate license at 
a young age, and it taught me the value and 
importance of education, which was certainly 
HILLTOPPER NATION I 
Sherry Murphy ('96, L) of 
Elizabethtown, Ky., was named Executive 
Director of the Bowling Green Area 
Convention and Visitors Bureau. 
Lt. Col. Jon Sowards ('98) of Bowling 
Green, Ky., was named Vice President 
of the South Central Workforce 
Development Board. 
Kyle Chapman ('99) of Atlanta, Ga., 
was named the Business Development 
Manager of the Atlanta Motor Speedway. 
Jared Ford ('99) of Charlotte, N.C., 
was promoted to Partner and President 
of Construction at The Dinerstein 
Companies (TDC). 
passed on to all three of my children. It also taught me the value of giving back to the community." 
That community includes her fellow alumni at WKU, as Ball was appointed this past summer to a 
six-year term on the Board of Regents by Kentucky Gov. Matt Bevin. 
"I feel truly honored and humbled to join this impressive Board of Regents and hope that I can 
help with the advancement of the University moving forward,' she said. "I would like to somehow make 
a difference in the lives of students in western Kentucky (and beyond) so that their lives will be forever 
impacted by the WKU education they receive and also have a generational effect going forward.' 
During her time at WKU, Ball worked on campus in the Department of Psychology and off campus 
at Graves Gilbert Clinic before graduating in the summer of 1978. 
·1 wil l always remember how special my graduation was on that beautiful summer night in 
Bowling Green surrounded by family and friends,' she shared. ·1 felt truly happy, blessed and ready for all 
future endeavors in my life ahead." 
Linda Gamblin Ball has been married to her husband, Ray, since 1984. They have ownership in 
Ball Homes and in James Motor Company An avid volunteer, she has been associated with numerous 
boards and organizations including the American Heart Association, the AHA Great Rivers Affiliate 
Board, Hope Center, One Parent Scholar House, The Lexington School Board ofTrusrees, Baby Health 
Services, University of Kentucky Women and Philanthropy as well as several others. She ,s also a Lifetime 
Member of the WKU Alumni Association. 
She and Ray have three children (Rachel Ball Albright, D.R. Ball and Ann Kelly Ball) and a 2-year-old 
granddaughter, Hallie Albright. 
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2000s 
Matthew Bastin ('00) of Bowling 
Green, Ky., was named Pnncipal of 
Caverna High School. 
Diyana lashawn Jones ('00) of 
Louisville, Ky., was named Principal of 
John F. Kennedy Elementary School. 
Molly Schroer ('00) of Gatlinburg, 
Tenn., was named Management 
Analyst for Mammoth Cave National 
Park. 
Cory Edwards ('01) of Glasgow, Ky., 
was named Principal ofTemple Hill 
Elementary. 
Fla. 
Grace Evans ('01) 
of Polk City, Fla., 
was named the 
2018 Teacher of 
the Year at Garner 
Elementary School 
in Winter Haven, 
Thomas Grinter ('01) of Louisville, 
Ky., was accepted into the 14th 
annual Oxford Institute of Methodist 
Theological Studies at Pembroke 
College of Oxford University in 
England. 
Lelan Hancock ('01, '08) of 
Owensboro, Ky., was named the 
Assistant City Manager for the City of 
Owensboro. 
Laura (Adams) Alexander ('03, A) 
of Owensboro, Ky., was named General 
Manager of the Owensboro Convention 
Center and Owensboro Sportscenter. 
Philip Campbell 
('04, A) of Goshen, 
•\ Ky., was named 
Deputy Warden of 
-
Programs and 
Operations al the 
Kentucky Stale 
Reformatory. 
Melissa Bailey ('04) of Bowling 
Green, Ky., has been sworn in as a WKU 
Pol ice Officer. 
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Lauren 
(Armstrong) 
Parsons ('04) of 
Lexington, Ky., has 
been selected to 
serve as the 
Director of 
Outreach for the Legal Marketing 
Association's Southeast Region Board 
of Directors. Parsons Is the Director of 
Marketing and Cl ient Relations at 
Sturgill, Turner, Barker & Moloney, 
PLLC. 
Elizabeth (Brown) Chapman ('OS, 
'13, L) of Atlanta, Ga., was named the 
Associate Director of Development at 
Emory University School of Nursing. 
Rick Harding ('OS) of Johnstown, 
Colo., was named Chief Executive 
Officer for Clear View Behavioral 
Health. 
Ameerah 
Palacios ('OS) of 
Murfreesboro, 
Tenn., was chosen 
as a recipient of 
the"3S Under 35 
Award" by the 
National School Public Relations 
Association. The annual award 
recognizes 35 emerging leaders from 
across the United States who are 
making a difference in school public 
relations. Palacios is the Program and 
Marketing Manager of the Academies 
of Nashville, which represents 39 
academies within the largest 
neighborhood high schools in Metro 
Nashville Public Schools. 
Kevin Jones ('06) and his wife, 
Nicole Jones ('06), of Decatur, 111., are 
working as special education teachers 
at Illinois Montessori School. 
Brittney Hernandez-Stevenson 
('07) of Greenville, Ky., has been 
named the Interim Academic Director 
of Madisonville Community College's 
Muhlenberg Campus. 
Ashlee Clark Thompson ('07) of 
Louisville, Ky., was named Culture 
Editor at Louisville Public Media. 
Rob Thompson ('07) of Elizabethtown, 
Ky., was appointed by Kentucky Gov. Matt 
Bevin to the Kentucky Board of Barbering, 
which regulates the industry in the state. 
Gulam Zade ('07) ofBrentwood, Tenn., 
was recognized as one of Nashville 
Business Journal's "40 Under 40." 
Bryan Carrico ('08) of Bowling Green, 
Ky., was promoted to Manager of the 
Pre-Engineered Steel Buildings Division 
at Stewart Richey Construction. 
Ginger Griffin Graves ('08, '10) of 
Portland, Tenn., was named the Branch 
Librarian for the Smyrna Public Library. 
Dr. Tyler Jury ('08, '12) of Louisville, 
Ky., has opened his own practice, Jury 
family Dentistry, in Oldham County, Ky. 
Jury was also appointed to the Kentucky 
Alzheimer's Association Board. 
Matt Richman ('08) ofOoltewah, Tenn., 
has started a business called Billboards 
for Education, with 10 percent of the 
profits dedicated to helping local schools. 
Will Perkins ('09, '11) of Bowling 
Green, Ky., was named the Sports and 
Digital Editor at the Glasgow Doily Times. 
2010s 
Drew Martin ('11, 
'14, l) of Bowling 
Green, Ky., received 




at the Junior Achievement USA National 
Leadership Conference in Milwaukee, Wis. 
The award is given to a first-time Junior 
Achievement President who has 
demonstrated outstanding contributions 
and achievements to the organization. 
Taurean Smith ('11) of Owensboro, Ky., 
was named the Interim Head Football 
Coach at Kentucky Wesleyan College. 
Andrea Wellkamp ('11 ) of Louisville, 
Ky., was named Director of M~rchandising 
for furniture at Crosley Brands. 
Dr. Bonny Copenhaver ('12) of 
Superior, Wis., was appointed President 
of New River Community and Technical 
College. 
Kenny Martin ('12, '17) of Bowling 
Green, Ky., was named a WKU Men's 
Football Assistant Coach. 
ALUMNI ACHIEVEMENT 
Tessa Duvall ('13) of 
lacl ~onville F,a ant1 Caitlin 
Herrington ('12) of Pendleton, 
S.C were sPlected as reportInq 
fellov,1s rhrough John Jay 
College's Center on Media, 
Cr me and Ju~tice. D ,va, an j 
Herrington were among the 
33 journalists from the U.S and 
C 3nada who were SE: ected 
to anended the two-ciay 
svmposIum, 'Children and 
Just1Ce: Unfinished flus,ness.• 
The fellowship is drs,gnerl 
to support JOUrnd st and 
strengthen their report ing 
on matters of juvPnilP justice 
The two studied together at 
WKU's School of Journalism clnd 
Broadca~t '19 and w'"lrkeci at 
the Colleqc Heights Herold. Now, 
Duvall works as an E-nterpri~e 
RE:porter tor rhe Flondo T,rr S· 
Union and Herrington works 
a• t "e ife tyle Eci1tor at Thf 
Journal in Seneca, S.C 
Andrew Pettijohn ('12) of Louisville, 
Ky., was hired as an Attorney for 
Reminger Co., LPA. In this role, Pettijohn 
will defend businesses and individuals 
facing claims involving general liability, 
professional negligence and employment 
matters. 
Justin Pile ('12, 
'13) of Deerfield, 
Ill., graduated with 
a Doctorate of 
Osteopathic 
Medicine from the 
University of 
Pikeville in May 2018. He currently works 
as an Emergency Medicine Resident 
Physician at Swedish Covenant Hospital 
in Chicago, Ill. 
Llndzey (Roberts) Trogdon ('12) of 
Philpot, Ky., was promoted to Mortgage 
Loan Officer for First Security Bank in 
Owensboro. 
Taylor Bennett ('13) of Henderson, 
Ky., accepted a position with Henderson 
County Schools as a District Technology 
Teacher. 
Jordan Staples ('13) of Corydon, Ky., 
was named the Membership Sales 
Representative of Kyndle, the Kentucky 
Network for Development, Leadership 
and Engagement. 
Amy Correll-Heh re ('14) was featured 
in TOPS Louisv,t/e magazine for her work 
in opening OVI Children's Hospital in 
Kenya. Correll Hehre is a Physician's 
Assistant at OVI. 
Kevin Husk ('14) of Lewisport, Ky., was 
named the Girls' Basketball Coach at 
Hancock County High School. 
Michael Rodgers ('14) ofOwensboro, 
Ky., was named Chief Institutional Officer 
of Owensboro Community and Technical 
College. 
Elaine Clark ('1 S, '18) of Owensboro, 
Ky., accepted the position of Manager of 
Clinical Integration al Owensboro Health. 
Dominique Yates ('1 S) of Louisville, Ky., 
has been hired as a Multimedia Sports 
Analyst at the Louisville Courier Journal. 
Claire Bellar ('16) of Bowling Green, 
Ky., was named a 2018 James Madison 
Fellow. She will receive $24,000 
for graduate school to become an 
outstanding teacher of the American 
Constitution. Bellar is a Social Studies 
teacher at Warren East High School. 
Brooks Bennett ('16) of Vine Grove, Ky., 
took a position 'as a Spray Tech at Valhalla 
Golf Club in Louisville, Ky. 
Robin (Huffines) Hildesheim ('16, A) 
of Elizabethtown, Ky., was promoted to 
Program and Account Executive for the 
Hardin County Chamber of Commerce. 
Jordan Smith ('16) of Bowling Green, 
Ky., joined the Bowling Green Daily News 
staff as a Multimedia Journalist. 
Tanner 
Smith ('16, 




'17, A) of 
Calhoun, Ky., 
married on June 9, 2018, at Van Meter 
Auditorium on WKU's campus. 
Mitchell Walker ('16) of Bowling 
Green, Ky., received a Patriot Award, 
which recognizes outstanding support 
of employees who serve in the National 
Guard. Walker is the Police Chief at WKU. 
Damon Barnes ('17) of Elizabethtown, 
Ky., has taken a volunteer leadership 
role as President of Greenspace, Inc. in 
Elizabethtown. 
Justin Johnson ('17) of Bowling Green, 
Ky., signed to play basketball with the 
Cagliari Dinamo Academy in Italy. 
Daniel Pulliam ('17) of Indianapolis, 
Ind., was named the 2018 inductee for 
the WKU Libraries Open Access Hall of 
Fame. The honor recognized Pulliam for 
his thesis "Effect of Student Classroom 
Cell Phone Usage on Teachers; which was 
submitted in the spring of 2017 to the 
University repository TopSCHOLAR. His 
thesis has been downloaded more than 
44,000 times in 181 countries. Pulliam 
is a School Psychologist for the Perry 
Township School District. 
Steven Ricke ('17) of Sioux City, Iowa, 
was hired as an Admissions Counselor al 
Morningside College in Sioux City. 
Connor Smith 




('17, A) of 
Livermore, Ky., 
on Sept. 29, 2018, at The Barn at Bethel 
Grove in Franklin, Ky. 
Miss Kentucky Katie Bouchard ('18) 
of Owensboro, Ky., was named the 
Spokesperson for Kentucky Proud. 
HILLTOPPER NATION 
THUMBS-UP! 
Dr. Donald Staffo ('70) 








Woods ('06) and 
Chris Woods ('07) of 
Louisville, Ky., 
welcomed their third 
daughter, Piper Ann, 
on July 23, 2018. She 
joins sisters, Cassady 
and Vera, as Hilltopper fans. 
Jay Gravatte ('07) and his wife, Brittany, 
of Louisville, Ky., announce the birth of their 
son, Luke Jamison, on May 31, 2018. 
Lizzie (Correa) Brown ('1 0) and Alex 
Brown ('08) of Bowling Green, Ky., announce 
the birth of their daughter, Bennett Elizabeth, 
on July 12, 2018. 
1 
Kristin (Wilcox) Duvall ('10) and Ben 
Duvall ('11, '14) of Bowling Green, Ky., 
welcomed their daughter, Addison Shae, on 
Aug. 8, 2018. 
16TH ANNUAL 
JUNE 7-8, 2019 
Alumni College is a l ifelong learning program 
that offers fun- ye t educational- c lasses, 
a ll wh ile ce lebrat ing the WKU Spiri t. 
A ll WKU alumni , fr iends and fam ily are inv ited! 
For more information or to register, v is it 
ALUMNI.WKU.EDU/ ALUMNICOLLEGE 
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SHOW YOUR SPIRIT I 
We loved Kristin (Wilcox) ('10) Duvall and Ben Duvall's 
('11, '14) Class Note submission so much that we gave them 
and their daughter, Addison Shae, a place of honor on the 
introductory section of Hil ltopper Nation on page 59! Send us 
an awesome photograph, and you could also be featured in 
this space. Visit the Class Notes Drop Box at alumni.wku.edu/ 
classnotes, or send them by email to alumni@wku.edu. 
ALUMNI ACHIEVEMENT ~ 
As an undergraduate, Esch conducted research with WKU Horticulture Professor Or. Martin Stone. 
"Agriculture is at the center of sustainable food 
production and its impact on the environment. Clarice 
is passionate about the intersection of these two 
critical areas, and she represents the next generation 
of scientists who wil l tackle these important issues'.' 
DR. MARTIN STONE 
Clarice Esch ('14) 
I f you ask Cla rice Esch ('14), about how she navigated the process of applying fo r nar ionally competitive scholarships, she will say "persistence." 
An alumna of the Garron Academy, Esch pursued undergraduate 
r~earch in agriculture wirh Dr. Martin Scone, Associate Professor 
of Horticulmre. She was recognized as an EPA Greater Research 
Opportunit ies Fellow and a Barry M. Goldwater Scholar, rhe most 
prestigious award for undergradu,ffes pursuing research careers. 
"There were definitely more app lications rhat [ was nor successful 
with, hut rhe act of putting together rhe best application is something 
co be celebrared," she said. 
Esch also received a Fulbright U.S. Student gram to fund a year 
abroad after she graduated from WKU. She was notified only a couple 
weeb before beginning her graduate degree char she would be able to 
research rhe effect of rrees on forest soils in Cosra Rica. 
Esch is now pursuing a doctorate at Michigan Scare University in 
the Department of forestry with financial supporr from the National 
Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship Program, an endeavor 
for which she was well-prepared by her undergraduate research. 
"Agriculture is at rhe center of sustainable food production and 
its impact on rhe environment," Dr. Stone said. "Clarice is passionate 
about the intersection of rhese two critical areas, and she represents the 
next generation of scientists who will cackle these important issues." 
When asked abour rhe benefits o f applying for nationally 
competitive awards, Esch said cultivating skills in addirion to 
research is just as valuable. 
"My wriring skills improved by working wirh the Office of 
Scholar Development," Esch said, "wherher I appl ied chose skills 
when writing cover lencrs for job applications, fo r my next research 
applic.1tion or for a grant to smdy abroad." 
For smdents approaching graduation or chinking about what life 
after WKU will hold, Esch advises that as long as you keep moving 
forward and pursuing your interests, great opporruni ries will come 
along. ■ CORY DODDS ('13) AND CAMERON FONTES (CURRENT STUDENT) 
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IN MEMORIAM r--
Mr. Felton Adams Jr., '63 BU Mr. Clark Remington Cable, '17 Mr. Joseph Michael Delaney, '77 
Mr. Allen I. Alston, '65 Mr. Dwight J. Campbell Ms. Sherry Ann Delk, '94, '98 
Mrs. Denna Johnson Alston, 'O 1 Mr. Charles Mark Carter, '82 Mr. Harold Waymon Denison, '68, '71, '13 
Dr. Alan 8. Anderson, Faculty Mr. Paul Wayne Carter, '10 Mr. Danny Lee Denney, '92 
Ms. Luanna Anderson, '62 Mr. Billy Joe Caudel Dr. Betty Detwiler, Faculty 
Mr. John Stephen Asher, '90 Mrs. Beth Ann (Beasley) Chaney, '81, '90 Mr. Robert Earl Devine, '65 
Mrs. Judith Stiles Ball, '65 Ms. Jennifer (Schrooten) Chaney, '05 Ms. Emily Devore 
Ms. Juanita Bardin, '43 Mrs. Christina Chappell, '62 Retired Maj. Jackie Wayne Dickens, '67 
Mr. William E. Barrass Ms. Janice Cherry Mr. Daniel Nikolaus Johannes Dilger, '12 
Ms. Eva Moss Bauer, '60 Mr. John Stephen Cherry, '80, '90 Mr. Eddie Wayne Dillard John Asher ('90, L), a devoted 
Mrs. Nancy Becker, '75 Mrs. Nancy (Bowles) Christie, '12, '77 Mr. Richard Alan Dockery, '96 Hilltopper alumnus, volunteer and 
Retired Col. Byron H. Bell, '58 Mrs. Brenda F. Clark, '94 Mr. Charles W Dooley, '48 BU 
parent, passed away Aug. 30, 2018. A 
resident of Louisville, Ky., Asher was a 
Mr. Joe Lee Bennett Mr. James D. Cliburn, '70 Mr. Howard A. Draper Jr., '10 member of the WKU Greater Louisville 
Mr. John Berena Ill, '07 Ms. Virginia (Lindberg) Clifford Mr. Lloyd F. Driver, '50, '52 Alumni Chapter and a past member of 
Mr. William R. Birdwell, '57, '58 Mr. Clifton Clift Jr., '64 Ms. Deborah Jean "Riz" Dunaway, '93 
both the Mahurin Honors College Parents 
Advisory Council and the WKU Alumni 
Ms. Courtney P. Bivins Mr. Tracy Guy Coleman, '03, ' 70, Staff Mrs. Elizabeth Grainger Dunn, '45, '48, Association Board of Directors, where 
'12BU he served as President from 2007-2008. Mrs. Winnie J. Blackburn, '63 Ms. Martha (Crady) Collen, '50 
~WK..UStore II~ lli/lioppRM &xlk aweMme di/lee 1928 
WKUSTORE.COM 
Or. Edward W Bohlander Jr., Faculty Mr. Joseph Leo Durbin Jr., '14 Asher combined his passion for WKU Mrs. Kathy Collier, '98 
with his career at Churchill Downs, where 
Ms. Nancy Carol Bouldin, '91 Mr. W Ernest Collins Jr., '66, '68 
Mr. Ben C. Eddie, '71 
he served as Vice President of Racing 
Mr. Samuel Anthony Bowling Mrs. Jeanette J. Conner, '80, '86 
Mr. Derrick James Elder, '70 Communication. During the past 20+ 
Mr. Charles John Ellis, '86 years, Asher facilitated WKU Day at the Mr. Dan E. Brawner, '60 Mr. George Maxville Cornett 
Races events for alumni. He was also 
Mr. James J. Breeding Mr. John Francis Cosgrove, '12 
Retired Lt. Col. Willis R. England, '52 
always willing to host a Hill topper, give a 
Ms. Dorothy (ieger/ehner) Brown, '49, '51 Mrs. Barbara (Greenwell) Cox, '12 
Mr. Charles W Falkenburg, '11 tour or emcee any event, and he proudly 
Ms. Sandra Sue (Click) Fariss, '77 wore the WKU red. He was the recipient Ms. Laverne Clapp Brown, '76 Mr. James E. Crabtree, '59 
of the Westerner of the Year award from 
Mrs. Mary Ruth (Dodson) Brown, '56 Mr. Morris C. Craig, '59, '64 
Mrs. Melody Sue (Emory) Ferguson, '83 
the Greater Louisville Alumni Chapter, 
Mf Bobby L. Buchanan, '53 Mr. Jeffrey M. Crane, '92 
Mr. Jomes Vernon Fishback, '11 the Practitioner Award from the WKU 
Ms. Myra Jane Fishburn, '93, '14 School of Journalism & Broadcasting and Mr. Jimmie Darrell Buchanon, '92 Ms. Bessie R. Crenshaw 
the Volunteer of the Year award from 
Mr. Robert Edwin Bu/lei/, '69 Ms. Karen Hatfield Cross 
Mrs. Mildred Kerr Fox, '44 
WKU. In addition, he was a longtime 
Ms. Rose A. Bullock Mr. Michael D. Crowe, '64, '61, '15 
Mr. William L. "Bill" Franklin, '64, '67 supporter of the WKU Alumni Association 
Dr. John H. Freer and Department of Journalism & Dr. Frank L. Buono Mr. Gene Cox Crume Sr., '67 
Broadcasting. He and his wife, Dee, have 
Mr. James David Bums, '67 Dr. Debbie Drake Davis, '88, '95 
Mr. Calvin Fulkerson, '52 
three children, all of whom attended 
Ms. Bette Burruss Mr. Richard C. Davoust 
Mr. William Robert "Doc" Fuqua Jr. WKU. Memorial gifts may be made to the 
Ms. Theresa A. Furlong, '98 John Asher Scholarship Fund, c/o College Mr. Eldon Bush, '69 Mr. Larry Lane Daws, '76 
Heights Foundation, 1906 College Heights 
Mr. Selvin Hardin Butts Sr. Mr. Jack L. Day, '54, '63 
Mrs. Phyllis June (Short) Gardner, '65, '76 
Blvd. #41016, Bowling Green, KY 42101. 
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~ime WKU faculty member~ 
Mrs. Susie Jane (Newton) Garrort, '82, '85 Mrs. Rebecca Setrle Helmers, '74, '81 Ms. Mary E. Kohlmeyer Rev. Walter B. McGee, '60, '74, '79 Mr. Arlie Page Mr. Cory A. Smith 
Edward W. Bohlander died July 1, 
Mr. Dana L. Hester, '87 Mrs. Kathleen D. Krawayk, '69 Mr. Glenn 5. McGehee Sr., '61, '65 Dr. Janet J. Palmer, Faculty 
2018, at the age of 72 following an 
Ms. Kendra Nichole Garvin, '94 Mr. James A. Smith Sr. injury while traveling in Vietnam. 
Mrs. Par (May) Gaunce Mr. Karl Thomas Hieb, '76, '85 Mr. Kenneth lamb Mr. Don K. McGuire, '54 Ms. Shirley L. Parke, '87, '87 Mr. Samuel T. Smith, '66, '73, '79 He had recently retired as Professor 
Mrs. Janice Ann Marie Geis Mr. Ronald M. Hills, '74 
Mrs. Mary Evelyn (Hargrove) Land, '51 Mr. Jomes Roy McKinney, '68 Ms. JoAnn (Goodwin) Penrod, '71 Mr. Robert Bruce Snaden, '82 
Emeritus from WKU where he taught 
Mrs. Anne (Hutchinson) Hinds, '74, '79 Ms. Brenda Lane, Staff Mrs. Beatrice Meador, '65, '68, '74 Mr. Donald Cooper Phelps Jr., '71 
for 35 years after earning his Ph.D. 
Mrs. Teresa E. Gibson, '99 Mr. Mark S. Snell, '83 from The Ohio State University. 
Mr. William Keith Godwin, '84 Ms. Gladys L. Hite, Sraff Mrs. Dalo T. Lane, '60 BU Mrs. Marcella Harlan Melton, '66 Ms. Searoba 8. Phelps Ms. Patricia Lynn "Pot" Snow Survivors include his wife, Crystal 
Mrs. Emma Jane (Conklin) Gollorte, '56 BU Mr. Billy Eugene Hodges Mr. Jomes Hartwell Lane, '62 BU Mrs. Dorothy Virginia (Evans) Mey, '94 Mr. Daryl Raymond Pike, '93 Mr. John Samuel Speakman 
('96, '03, '14), and his children, 
William and Elizabeth Ann. Memorial 
Mrs. Janice Clark Goodpasture, '14 Mrs. Quinn (Tracy) Holland Mr. Keith Evans Larkins, '16 Retired Chief Warrant Officer Corl Edwin Mrs Connie (Majors) Polston, '59, '61 BU Mrs. Marilyn J. (Wilkins) Speck, '54 gifts may be made to the Ed Bohlander 
Midkiff, '80 
Mr. Griffith Lewis Gordon Mrs. Shirley Risher "Rish" Holland, '54, '68 Mr. Jack Young Larue, '73 Mrs. Mary Annette Powell, '70 Mr. Douglas 0. Sprouse Scholarship Fund, c/o College Heights 
Mrs. Mary Annette Hopkins, '50 Mrs. Helen Brinkley Lawton, '65 
Mrs. Carolyn W Miller, '64 
Mrs. Sharleen W Power, '62 
Foundation, 1906 College Heights Blvd. 
Don McGuire ('54, L) a member of the 
Mr. Robert Joseph Gover, '58, '60 
Mrs. Deanna (Mattingly) Mills, '96 
Mr. Edgar P. Stamper, '40 BU 
#41016, Bowling Green, KY 42101 . 
legendary Hill toppers musical quartet, Mrs. Peggy Ann (Moore) Groce, '94 Mr. Wafter "Dee" Huddleston 
Mr. Rhea P. lozarus, '59, Staff Mr. TommyDavidPrice, '73 Mrs. Shirley (Jones) Stamper, '13 
Mrs. Jo Ann Mitchell, Staff 
passed away, Sept. 6, 2018. He attended Ms. Donna M. Gregory, '00 Mr.Joe Glenn Hughes, '63 Mr. Kenneth Dale leach, '64, '80 Mrs. Nancy Prince-Fox, '88 Mrs. Janis G. Stebbins, '89 
WKU on a basketball scholarship after Mr. Benjamin M. "Ben" Lear Jr., '67 
Mr. Leonard Mitchell 
Mr. Allen P. Grider, '62 Mrs. Virginia F. Janes, '59, '69, '79 Mrs. Opal (Riber) Proctor, '47 Ms. Kellie (Thomas) Steen, '87, '92 Mr. William H. "Billy" Walker Sr. 
a spectacular performance in the state 
Mr. Herbert H. Legrand, '54 
Ms. Carol (Chea/) Mollyhorn, '57, '83 ' 
high school all-star game, but it was Mr. Craig Charles Griffith, '16 Mrs. Carroll Jarrell, '60 Ms. Cynthia Diana (Wart) Pruitt, '91 Mrs. Brenda Elizaberh Stein, '87, '98 Mr. Rodney Darrell Watkins, '62, '64 
Mr. G. William "Bill" Moore, '38 BU 
his musical skill that brought him the Mr. James Edward Gross, '71 Mrs. Berty Joyce (Greenway) Jewell, '93 
Mr. Thomas J. Lewman Jr., '62 Mr. Denis Ra<ine Ratliff, '49 BU Mrs. Fay H. Stewart Mr. Raymond M. Weaver, '58, '59 
greatest acclaim during his time on the 
Mrs. Kathleen (Werlinger) Johnson, '74, Mr. George William "Bill" Lirtle Jr. 
Ms. Virginia Helen Moore, '56 
Ms. Susan S. Reid, '63 
Hill in the 1950s. Skyrocketing to the top 
Mrs. Conni Williams Grubbs Major Gregory Lynn Storey, '79 Mrs. Patricia (Hall) Webb, '76, '83 
'16 Mr. Edwin C. lobb, '56, '62, '78 
Mrs. Melanie Gayle Mordecai; '88, '90 
of the recording charts in less than three Mrs. Ann Ruth Guilaran, '66, '83 Retired Col. Arthur M. "Mac• Reynolds Jr. Mr. William D. Strickland, '53, '60 Mrs. Nancy E. (Flint) Weis, '60 
years, the Hilltoppers were recognized 
Mr. Kemble F. Johnson, '57, '64, Staff 
Mrs. Nancy Bulock Long, '59 
Mrs. Reta (Sumpter) Morgan, '51 
Mrs. Carole J. Reynolds Mr. Dennis M. Guillerman, '92 Mr. Dennis Paul Strobel, '70 Mr. Michael James Weissmann, '88 
as the number-one vocal combination Ms. Susan (King) Jones, '77 Mrs. Bertie (Howard) loyal, '62 
Mr. Craig A. Morrow, '83 
Ms. Elizabeth C. "Libby" Reynolds 
by Billboard and Cash Box magazines, Ms. Maude A. Guze 
Mr. Steven Lee Stucker, '68 Mrs. Susan Morie (Callery) Wellman, '83 
Mrs. Debra Jo (Corey) Jordan, '80, '82 
Mr. James Thomas "Tom" lynch, '60 
Mr. Leslie Brad Morse 
and they consistently remained one Mrs. Joy Elaine Hack Mr. Clarence L. Richardson, '48 BU Mrs. Marian (Price) Tabor, '50 BU Ms. Hazel F. Wells, '57 BU 
of America's Top Ten through 1960. 
Dr. Kathleen A. "Karhy" Ka/ob, Faculty 
Ms. Doris Bell Lynn 
Mrs. Doris Ann (Crutcher) Morton, '60, '70 
Mr. Charles Redmond Roberts, '59 Mr. Russell Clay Hackley, '67 Mrs. Rondo May Talley, '56, '73 BU Mrs. Lano V. Wells, '67 
Earlier in 2018, McGuire released his Hon. Michael G. Karem, '69 Mr. Jomes W Mallard Jr., '72 
Mr. John J. Murphy /ff 
Ms. Greta Jone Robey, '86 
autobiography, From Big Bottom to Mrs. Teresa Brown Hagan 
Mr. Joseph Arnold Teborek, 'SS Mrs. Jenerto N. Whalen, Staff 
Mr. Jeffrey Michael "Mike" Kosboum, '86 Mr. Larry Murter, '62 
Broadway: Remembering the Singing Ms. Ravenel Holloway Haile Mr. W. Paul Manning Jr., '51 Mrs. Linda C. Rumage, '15 Mrs. Mary Ward (Szorcsik) Tedford, '56, '79 Mr. Frank T. Wheeler 
Hit/toppers, where he shared what he Mr. Warren H. Kessler, '63 Mr. Gary Lee Marfin 
Mr. Edward Botts Myers, '57 
Dr. Pearl Black Rutledge, '53 
I 
Mr. James Arthur Hale, 'l 2 Mrs. Ann Frances (Hall) Teuton, '42, Staff Mrs. Leoma S. White, '77 
called an unbelievable ride around the Mr. Stephen Mark Kettler, '10 
Dr. James M. Martin, Faculry 
Mrs. Fannie Crawley Neal, '76 
Mr. Robert K. "Bob" Salyers Jr., '67 
world. Over the years, McGuire continued Mr. James A. Hamilton Jr., '49 BU 
Mr. Adam Jason Thomas, '07 Mrs. Thelma Lorene Whitmer 
Mrs. Parti Lynn (Crawford) Kewisch, '67 Mr. Michael David Nethero, '80 
to remain involved with his alma mater. 
l Dr. Herbert N. Harkleroad 
Mr. Wendell H. Massengale, '54 Mrs. Juliano (Wesley) Sampson, '03 Mrs. Virginia E. Thomas Mrs. Grecia D. Williams, '78 
He served as President of the WKU Mr. Allen W. King Jr., '78 Mr. Gary Wayne Mathis, '89 
Ms. Jane Leslie Newberry, '73 
Retired Lt. Col. Rolph Dale Schrenk, '50, '71 Mr. Stephen Dale "Steve" Harmon, '75 Mr. Terry Lynn Thomas, '74 Ms. Kimberly (Mason) Willoughby, '86, '91 
Alumni Association Board ofOirectors 
l 
Mr. Paul Glenn Kinkade, '67 Mrs. Charlotte A. (Greene) Matthews, '13 
Mr. William H. Nichols Jr., '48 
for 1979-1980. In addition, memorabilia Mrs. Margaret (London) Harper, '58 
Ms. Ruth Scruggs Mrs. Mary Louise (Campbell) Tincher, '49 Ms. Hil/ori Marie (Wilson} Wood, '91 
Mrs. Ruby Jean Kinnard, '68 Ms. Henrietta (Miller) Norton, '61 
from the Hilltoppers is housed in the Mr. Charles Edward Harris, '58, '68 BU Mrs. Edna Leslie Mayer Mr. Terry W Sears, '01, '05 Ms. Nancy Elizabeth Tooley, '90 Mr. Kenneth W Wood 
WKU Museum in the Augenstein Alumni l 
Mr. Howard Kirby, Staff 
Mr. Eugene Mayer 
Mr. Robert Dewey Nowlin 
Mr. Dennis James Harris, '74 Mr. Jack Shelton Mr. Blair W Trask, '79 Dr. Marcia A. "Marci" Woodruff, '75 
Center, which opened in 2013. McGuire, Mr. James "Jim" Kirkwood 
Mrs. Ilene McCarty 
Mr. Christopher M. Osborne, '04 
who made his home in Lexington, Ky., 
l 
Ms. Sherry Jeonnene Hart, '15 Mr. James Robert Shine Mrs. Jean Mayer Tu<ker Mr. Elwood A. "Woody" Woolwine Jr., 72 
Mr. Tim R. Kistler Mr. Kenneth E. McCarty, '51 BU 
Ms. Erica N. Owen, '17 
is survived by his wife, Maxine, three Mrs. Billie Pitchford Coots Hatcher Mr. George Wallace Shirley, '69 Ms. Mary Maurice Utley, '51, '63 Mr. Howard L. Worley, '59 BU 
children and several grandchildren. Mr. Terry Bartley Kitchens, '76 Mrs. Mollie (Rumage) McCarty, '56 BU 
Ms. Janice C. Owen, '58 
I 
Mrs. Carolyn (Witherspoon) Hayes, '70 Mr. William Everette Shockley, '59 Mr. Raymond R. Vaught Jr., '72 Mrs. Mary Margaret Yager, '43 
Memorial gifts may be made to the Mrs. Wanda (Pigg) Kizer, '83 
Mr. Joe Evans McCoy, '14 
Mrs. Roberta (Wilson) Owen 
Bobby and Don McGuire Scholarship Mrs. Mary Nell (Ferguson) Haynes, '81 
Mr. John Mark Shuffitr, '83 Mr. Glenn Allen Vogedes, '7 3, '18 Mr. Aubrey D. Young, '58 BU 
Ms. Kimberly Dawn Knight, '84 Ms. Paula Lynn Owens, '95, Staff 
Fund, c/o College Heights Foundation, 
l 
Mr. Priest Hazelwood, '15 Mr. Joe David McDonald, '68 Mr. Steven Allan Shumate, '78 Mr. Ed Waggener, '61 Mr. William A. Young ,V, '70 
1906 College Heights Blvd. #41016, Mrs. Virginia Marnell Knight, _'81 Rev. Raymond Walton McDonald, '72 
Mr. Edward Shelton Pace, '71 
Bowling Green, KY 42101. 
Mr. Wells Heath Ill, '70 Mr. Glen C. Skaggs Mr. Mickey T. Walker, '59, '63 Ms. Jean Rae Zeller, '78 
• Data for In Memoriam is gathered from a variety of sources and is deemed IO be correct to the besc of our knowledge. 
Records include dcarhs reported through Dec. 31, 2018. 
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~ LOOKING BACK 
,-------------- 19 19 
100 YEARS AGO 
The Board of Regents authorized the construction of a Senior House 
using cedar t rees from the Hill. Built t he following year by members of the 
senior class, t he Cedar House has served as a social cent er, library, student 
center and faculty house. 
75 YEARS AGO 
When wartime conditions hampered the search for a Training School 
basketball coach, E.A. Diddle and Ted Hornback ('29) were tapped to 
share the duties. Diddle and Hornback coached basketball on t he Hill for 
42 and 26 years, respectively. 
1968 
On Oct. 15, Vietnam Moratorium Day activities took place on 
campus as students, faculty and community members protested the 
war. The College Heights Herald boasted that attendance throughout 
the day neared 1,000, but criticized as "juvenile" t he theft of a letter 
posted in support of President Richard Nixon. 
25 YEARS AGO 
As WKU neared its goal of wiring every campus building to 
connect to the "information highway;' Academic Computing offered 
fall classes introducing students to the wonders of t he internet. 
Soon, even President Thomas C. Meredith ('66, L) embraced the 
convenience of e-ma_il. 
■ LYNN NIEDERMEIER I PHOTOS: WK U ARCHIVES; BOTTOM RIGHT BY SHUTTERBUG PHOTO 
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Become a MEMBER of the WKU Alumni Association -3 EASY Ways to Join TODAY! 
0 !?rn~~n.!f,i,oow A 5~1!u-ALUM (958-2586) 0 ~ u~!/mn·1 Association II ALU MN I u A SSOC I AT I ON 292 Alumni Ave. 
Nam e --------- - - ------
Home Address - --- ----- - - ------
City _ _ ___ _ ____ __ Stat e _ __ Zip ___ _ 
Home Phone - - - - - - - - - - --- --
E -ma i I ------- - ---- - --- -
Spouse's Name ·- - - - - - - --- --- --
Spo use Attend WKU? _J Yes J No Year(s) 
•aHhti:\IM·iH11i#i1i#1ihMi:1M:11WU/mj:jitl@Mtftffli·l1-
::J Annual Member $35 D Joint Annual Member $50 
CJ Lifetime Member $700 (one-time charge) □ Joint lifetime Member $1,000 
a Lifetime Member payment plan (available only through credit/debit card Of? EFT) 
, Single D $150 a year for 5 years or D $12.50 a month for 5 years 
Joint D $220 a year for 5 years or D $18.50 a month for 5 years 
Ay addit ional gift of $ ____ _ Total Enclosed $ __ _ 
Bowling Green, KY 42101 alumni.wku,edu 
Method of Payment 19WA3 
order anytime online at alumni.wlw.edu/joinnow 
D Check (payable to WKU Alumni Association) 
□ Credit Card / Debit Card 
0 VISA D Discover 
D MasterCard D American Express 
0 Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) (Please Include a voided check) 
Monthly gift $ ___ Effective date_; 15. ;_ 
D My gift is eligible to be mat ched by my employer 
(Please Include your company's matching gift form) 
CARD# 
V-CODE 
SIGNATURE EXP. DATE 
Your gift to the WKU Alumni Association is t ax deduc t ible. 
Members are at the heart of the 
WKU Alumni Association. 
In appreciation, members of the AILinrni Association 
receive membersh ip rewards and benefits that include: 
• WKU Alumni Connection mobile app 
• Member-only access to the WKU Alumni Member 
Savings Program, offering d iscounts at 400+ 
locations nat ionwide 
WKU SPJRIT Magazine 
Discounted or free adm ission to Alumni 
Association events 
Discounts at The WKU Store, online and in-store 
Discounted annual membership at the Raymond 
8. Preston Health and Act ivities Center 
25% discount on subscriptions to ESPN 111e 
Magazine 
Special member-only communications like 
TOPScoop, a bi-weekly member-only e-newsletter 
Online Directory of Alumni 
Member rewards at AJumnj Association events 
Alumni Association membership car window dcca.l 
WKU Library borrowing privileges 
Plus, we are continuously add ing new benefits 
exclusively for our WKU Alumni Association members. 
Augenstein Alumni Center 
292 Alumni Ave 
Bowling Green, KY 42101 
CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED 
@WKUALUMNI 
TAILGATE & CELEBRATE I PARENT ANO FAMILY WEEKEND 
@LAURENHAYNES7 I LAUREN HAYNES ('15) 
•BVNSSOL ECRLOT**C- OO6 MI X COMAI L 







Hill TOPP ER CONNECT J 11-19·18 
FIRST DAY OF CLASSES I 8·17· 18 @SYDNEYLUTSCH I SVONEVLUTSCH ('14) 
WE LOVE TO SHOWCASE OUR ALUM NI WHO SHOW THEIR WKU SPIRIT! USE #WKUALUMNI AND TAG US @WKUALUMNI. 11 @) CJ 
